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Most of traditional economics literature models profit for a product solely as a function of price, under 
the assumption that all other profit affecting variables are held constant. Therefore, firms are considered 
to compete mainly on price. However, inthelast decade, more and more companies changed to just-in
time (TIT) delivery, which resulted in the importance of short lead times. Now, firms are increasingly 
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sult, the need to explicitly consider the influence of lead times on profit is greater than ever. Considering 
price means that the throughput of lines is set as large as possible. Because of variability this means 
that flow time is becoming very large. Fowler and Robinson [Fow95] have introduced the concept of 
cycle time constrained capacity, which is the maximum rate at which a system can complete work under 
the constraint that average flow time does not exceed a pre-specified target. However, no considerations 
about this pre-specified target are given. 

If we look at the costs, wip co st and lateness penalty cost can be determined. These costs depend on 
throughput and flow time and throughput settings can be determined that maximize profit as function 
of wip and penalty costs. This means that throughput (and flow time) is reduced. A further inspeetion 
shows that also demand is lead time dependent (Palaka et al. [Pal98]). This results in opportunity costs, 
which may give a further reduction of the throughput setting. 
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Summary 

Success and continuity of firms depend on their performance. Performance measures 
are used to quantify this performance. Based upon these measures, processes are con
trolled and impravement activities are proposed and implemented. Traditionally mere 
financial measures were used to rate the performance of a firm or its processes. Recent 
developments include a shift towards the development and application of non-financial 
performance measures. In striving to improve competitive performance, companies link 
manufacturing performance measures to their strategy [\Vhi96]. As such, they focus on 
competitive priorities such as quality, flexibility, reliability of delivery, cost and speed. 
Traditionally, throughput, flow time and work-in-process (wip) are used to measure the 
performance of manufacturing equipment and manufacturing lines. 

Recent work shows that the need for research on suitable and well-founded performance 
measures for manufacturing equipment and manufacturing lines is growing. Unfortu
nately, one of the motives for designing teehuical performance measures, the unrelia
bility of sheer financial performance measures, is also one of the disadvantages of these 
measures. An achieved teehuical optimum does in general not coincide with a financial 
optimum, nor can an assessment be made that relates teehuical and financial perfor
mance. 

Traditional economics and marketing literature states profit for a product solely as 
a function of pricc. It is assumed that all other profit aiiecting variables are held 
constant. Therefore, firms are considered to compete mainly on price. However, in the 
last decades, more and more companies changed to just-in-time (JIT) delivery, which 
resulted in the importance of short lead times and flow times. Nowadays, firms are 
increasingly dependent on fast response times as an important souree of sustainable 
competitive advantage. As a result, the need to explicitly consider the influence of lead 
times on profit is greater than ever. Consiclering only price means that the throughput 
of lines is set as large as possible. Because of variability in arrival and process times this 
results in large flow times. An optimum can be determined that, like Manufacturing 
Performance P [Ron05b], depends on a trade-off between flow time and throughput, 
only then in a financial manner. 

For this purpose, a profit function is described that models a finn's short-run cost 
structure. 
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Vl Summary 

It includes three cost contributing factors; direct variabie cost, congestion cost and late
ness penalty cost. Such models are a good representation of a firm tha.t fulfills customer 
orders on a first come-first serve basis. The model described in [Pal98] is introduced in 
this context. Here, a firm's operations are modeled as a single station M / M /1 system. 
To capture the full effect of stochasticity on performance it needs to be able to describe 
general distributed arrival and process times. For evaluation and simulation purposes, a 
multiple station production system with general distributed process times is introduced, 
using data presented in [Not04]. A model is formulated a.nd assumptions are described. 
This model will be used in an optimization routine todetermine throughput settings for 
cost reduction. Mathwork's Matlab and the optimization tooibox embedded therein, 
are used to design the optimization routine. Analytica! and computational results re
garding the impact of varying parameter values on optimal arrival time ( throughput 
level) are presented. 

As such, an assessment between flow time and throughput ean be made, that not only 
depiets a technica! optimum, but also assigns financial value to different cost eompo
nents that vary with these two performance measures. First, demand does notdepend 
on price or lead time and is always sufReient to guarantee produced items to be sold 
instantaneously. Ca.pa.city of a firm will initially be considered to be constant. Conse
quently, capacity changes are allowed. The cost made to imprave this capacity (bath 
in the mean process time as in the coefficient of variability of the process time) are 
considered. Results will again be analyzed and compared to simulation results obtained 
with the simulation language x. 

A further inspeetion shows that demand is in general not independent of lead time. This 
aften results in opportunity cost, which may give a rednetion of the throughput setting. 
Modern day economics is primarily about the efficient use of scarce resources, and the 
notion of opportunity cast plays a crudal part in ensuring that resources are indeed 
being used efficiently. Opportunity cast can perhaps be best described as follows: going 
for a walk may appear to cast nothing, until you consider the opportunity forgone to 
use that time earning money. Likewise, your system's profit function may result in an 
optimized throughput setpoint. Demand, as a function of price and lead time, however 
requires a lower throughput. When demand exceeds the optimal throughput level a 
firm will normally choose not to fulfill all demand or to increase price. 

Examples are provided where insights are consistent with actual practical situations. 
Customer charaderistics based on the simultaneons dependenee of demand on price and 
lead time are extremely important for the firm. Relatively small errors in estimation 
of dependency tend to effect optimal throughput levels considerably and especially at 
high utilizations this can affect profit considerably. It will in real life be very difficult 
to distinguish between price and lead time dependency of demand in numeric values. 
But even if a firm operates under more or less fixed demand, realistic cast parameters 
are needed to build the bridge from theory to practice. A practical validation case is 
suggested to gain insight into more realistic elements of manufacturing. 



Summary (in Dutch) 

Succes en continuïteit van productiebedrijven zijn ::;terk afhankelijk van hun prestaties. 
Prestatie indicatoren worden gebruikt om deze prestaties te kwantificeren. Gebaseerd op 
deze indicatoren worden processen bestuurd en kunnen verbeteringen worden voorgesteld 
en geïmplementeerd. Traditioneel werden vooral financiële indicatoren gebruikt om 
prestaties van een bedrijf of proces te beoordelen. Recente ontwikkelingen bevatten 
een verschuiving in de richting van de ontwikkeling en toepassing van niet-financiële 
prestatie indicatoren. In het streven naar verbeterde competitieve prestaties, verbinden 
bedrijven productie-gerelateerde prestatie indicatoren aan hun strategie [Whi96]. Op 
deze manier focussen ze op competitieve prioriteiten als kwaliteit, flexibiliteit, betrouw
baarheid van levering, kosten en snelheid. Traditioneel worden vooral doorzet, door
looptijd en onderhanden-werk niveau, gebruikt om de prestaties van productie systemen 
en lijnen te bepalen. 

Recent onderzoek toont aan dat de noodzaak voor onderzoek naar geschikte en gegronde 
prestatie indicatoren groeiende is. Helaas is een van de motieven tot het komen van tech
nische prestatie indicatoren, de onbetrouwbaarheid van financiële indicatoren, meteen 
het grootste nadeel van deze technische prestatie indicatoren. Een bepaald technisch 
optimum valt in het algemeen niet samen met het financieel optimale werkpunt. Noch 
kan een inschatting worden gemaakt hoe technische en financiële optima zich verhouden. 

Traditionele economische en marketing gerelateerde literatuur stelt winst voor een 
bepaald product enkel als functie van de prijs. Alle andere winst beïnvloedende pa
rameters worden constant verondersteld. Derhalve worden bedrijven geacht vooral op 
prijs te concurreren. In de laatste decennia echter, waar meer en meer bedrijven over 
zijn gestapt op just-in-time (JIT) levering, is het belang van korte (afgesproken alsmede 
gerealiseerde) levertijden sterk toegenomen. Bedrijven zijn toenemend afhankelijk van 
snelle respons-tijden als een methode om de concurrentie voor te blijven, dan wel in te 
halen. Dit resulteert in de noodzaak om de invloed van levertijden op winst explicieter 
in ogenschouw te nemen. Wanneer alleen de prijs wordt beschouwd zal de doorzet van 
een lijn zo hoog mogelijk worden ingesteld. Door variabiliteit in aankomst- en bewerk
ingstijden leidt dit tot hoge doorlooptijden. Een optimum kan worden bepaald dat, net 
als de technische prestatie indicator P [Ron05b], afhankelijk is van een afweging tussen 
doorzet en doorlooptijd, alleen dan op een financiële wijze. 
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Hiervoor is een winst-functie beschreven, welke de korte-termijn kosten structuur van 
een bedrijf beschrijft. Het bevat drie kosten bijdragende factoren: direct variabele 
kosten, onderhanden-werk kosten en strafkosten voor late levering. Dergelijke modellen 
zijn een goede representatie van een bedrijf dat klantenorders op een FIFO (eerste or
der binnen het eerst) basis verwerkt. Het model beschreven in [Pal98] wordt in deze 
context geïntroduceerd. Hier wordt een bedrijf gemodelleerd als een enkel werkstation 
M / M /1 systeem. Om alle effecten van stochasticiteit op prestaties te kunnen bevatten, 
moet het model in staat zijn algemeen ( G) verdeelde aankomst- en bewerkingstijden te 
beschrijven. Voor evaluatie en simulatie doeleinden wordt een meervoudig werkstation 
productie systeem met algemeen verdeelde proces-tijden geïntroduceerd, gebruikmak
end van data uit [Not04]. Een model wordt geformuleerd en aannames beschreven. Dit 
model wordt gebruikt in een optimalisatie routine om doorzet-niveaus te bepalen voor 
kosten reductie. Mathwork's Matlab en de optimalisatie tooibox hierbinnen worden 
gebruikt om de optimalisatie routine te beschrijven. Analytische en berekende resul
taten aangaande de effecten van veranderingen in parameter-waarden op de optimale 
aankomsttijd van orders (doorzet niveau) worden weergegeven. 

Aldus kan een afschatting worden gemaakt tussen doorlooptijd en doorzet, die niet alleen 
een technisch optimum weergeeft, maar ook een financiële waarde aan kost-componenten 
koppelt die variëren met deze technische prestatie indicatoren. Initieel is de vraag niet 
afhankelijk van prijs en levertijd. Er is altijd voldoende vraag om alle producten te 
kunnen verkopen die geproduceerd worden. Capaciteit van het bedrijf wordt eerst 
constant verondersteld. Vervolgens worden ook capaciteitsveranderingen toegestaan. 
De kosten die hiervoor gemaakt dienen te worden (zowel in de gemiddelde proces tijd 
als in de coëfficiënt van variatie van de procestijd), worden ook in beschouwing genomen. 
Resultaten worden geanalyseerd en vergeleken met resultaten uit simulatie, verkregen 
met de simulatie taal x. 

Verder is gebleken dat vraag normaliter niet onafhankelijk is van de levertijd. Dit resul
teert vaak in opportuniteitskosten, welke een verdere reductie van de doorzet niveaus 
kunnen geven. De hedendaagse economie gaat veelvuldig over het efficiënte gebruik van 
schaarse middelen en de notie van opportuniteitskasten speelt een cruciale rol in het 
verzekeren dat middelen daadwerkelijk efficiënt gebruikt worden. Opportuniteitskasten 
kunnen wellicht het best als volgt omschreven worden: een wandeling maken lijkt op het 
eerste gezicht niets te kosten, totdat je de mogelijkheid om diezelfde tijd te gebruiken 
om geld te verdienen als alternatief beschouwt. Evenzo, kan de winst-functie van een 
systeem resulteren in een geoptimaliseerd doorzet-niveau. Vraag, als functie van prijs 
en levertijd kan echter een lagere doorzet verlangen. Als deze vraag de optimale doorzet 
niveaus overstijgt zal een bedrijf er normaal voor kiezen niet aan alle vraag te voldoen, 
of de prijs te verhogen. 

Voorbeelden worden getoond waarin inzichten overeenstemmen met praktische situaties. 
Klant karakteristieken gebaseerd op de gelijktijdige afhankelijkheid van vraag op prijs 
en levertijd zijn erg belangrijk voor een bedrijf. Relatief kleine fouten in de afschat
ting van prijs en levertijd afhankelijkheid, kunnen optimale doorzet niveaus aanzienlijk 



IX 

beïnvloeden en zeker bij hoge utilisatie kan dit bepalend zijn voor winstgevendheid. In 
de echte wereld zal het erg moeilijk zijn om onderscheid te maken tussen prijs en lever
tijd afhankelijkheid in een numerieke waarde. Maar zelfs voor een bedrijf dat opereert 
onder min of meer vaste vraag zijn realistische kosten parameters nodig om de brug 
tussen theorie en praktijk te slaan. Een praktische validatie casus wordt voorgesteld 
om inzicht te krijgen in meer realistische elementen van productie. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduetion 

In order to remain competitive and to improve market position, manufacturing com
panies continuously need to make important decisions. Succes and continuity of firms 
depend on their performance. Performance measures are used to quantify performance 
of companies, units, operators, equipment, etc. Based upon these measures, processes 
are controlled and impravement activities are proposed and implemented. 'fraditionally 
mere financial measures were used to rate the performance of a firm or its processes. 
Recent developments include a shift towards awareness of the insufReient information 
often provided by these financial measures [Gol90]. This resulted in the development 
and application of non-finandal performance measures. Instriving to improve compet
itive performance, companies link manufacturing performance measures to their strat
egy [Whi96]. As such, they focus on competitive priorities such as quality, fiexibility, 
reliability of delivery, cost and speed. 'fraditionally, throughput, flow time and work
in-process (wip) are used to measure the performance of manufacturing equipment and 
manufacturing lines. 

Recent work shows that the need for research on suitable and well-founded perfor
mance measures for manufacturing equipment and manufacturing lines is growing. It 
is acknowledged by Sattler that when a company concentrates on only one metric, it is 
easy for other metrics to degrade in the interest of improving the key metric [Sat98]. 
Unfortunately, one of the motives for designing technical performance measures, the 
unreliability of sheer financial performance measures, is also one of the disadvantages 
of these measures. An achieved technica} optimum does in general not coincide with a 
financial optimum, nor can an assessment be made that relates tedmical and financial 
performance. 

Traditional economics and marketing literature states profit for a product solely as 
a funetion of price. It is assumed that all other profit affecting variables are held con
stant. Therefore, firms are considered to compete mainly on price. However, in the 
last decades, more and more companies changed to just-in-time (JIT) delivery, which 
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2 Chapter 1. Introduetion 

resulted in the importance of short lead times and flow times. Nowa.days, fi.rms are 
increasingly dependent on fast response times as an important souree of sustainable 
competitive advantage. As a result, the need to explicitly consider the influence of lead 
times on profit is greater than ever. Consiclering only price means that the throughput 
of lines is set as large as possible. Because of variability in arrival and process times this 
results in large flow times. Fowler and Robinson [Fow95] have introduced the concept of 
cycle time constra.ined capacity, which is the maximum rate at which a system can com
plete work under the constraint that average flow time does not exceed a pre-specified 
target. However, no considerations about this pre-specified target are given. Look
ing at the cost, wip holding cost and lateness penalty cost ca.n be determined. These 
costs depend on both throughput a.nd flow time, and throughput settings can be deter
mined to maximize profit as function of wip or holding cost and lateness penalty cost. 
This means that throughput (and consequently flow time) is reduced. As such, an opti
mum can be determined that depends on a trade-off between flow time and throughput. 

A further inspeetion shows that demand is often also lead time dependent [Pa.l98]. [Hil92] 
et al. have assumed that price and lead time are the variables that determine de
mand. This often results in opportunity cost, which may give a further rednetion of the 
throughput setting. Opportunity cost can perhaps be best described as follows: going 
for a walk may appea.r to cost nothing, until you consider the opportunity forgone to 
use that time earning money. Likewise, your system's profit function ma.y result in an 
optimized throughput setpoint. Demand, as a function of price and lead time, however 
requires a lower throughput. Modern day economics is primarily about the efficient use 
of scarce resources, and the notion of opportunity cost plays a crucial part in ensuring 
that resources are indeed being used efficiently. 

Objective and Approach 

The objective of this research is to investigate the throughput settings for maximum 
profit in case of wip holding and lateness penalty cost for a workstation and a. manu
facturing line. Consequently the results will be extended with opportunity cost. When 
demand is a function of decision parameters, in this thesis price and quoted lead time, 
the demand will in general not coincide with the optimal throughput determined by 
the profit function. When demand exceeds the optimal throughput level a firm will 
normally choose not to fulfill all demand or to increase price. \Vhen however demand is 
lower than optimal throughput, a firm will have to produce at a lower throughput than 
optimal, or change the decision variables. The difference in profit between the optimum 
in case of sufReient demand and in case of price and quoted lead time dependent demand 
are the opportunity cost. 

The approach, as chronologically depicted in the structure of this report, is as fol
lows: 

In Chapter 2 a basic introduetion as to the relations that are used to determine per-
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formanee is given. Here, definitions of some commonly used performance measures are 
given. Throughput and flow time are introduced as historically important performance 
measures. Profit functions are introduced here as well. Profit functions add a financial 
component to performance measurement. A profit function that includes contributions 
due to wip-holding and lateness penalties will be analyzed. For this purpose a model is 
formulated and the assumptions are described. 

In Chapter 3 the impact of throughput level on profit is determined. The system will 
initially be restricted to a short time horizon, thus assuming constant capacity while 
price, quoted lead time and demand are treated as decision variables. Using MathWork's 
Matlab and the Optimization Tooibox a model is constructed to optimize throughput 
for maximum profit. Consequently, the model is expanded to permit (small) changes in 
capacity (both in the mcan process time as in the coefficient of variability of the process 
time). Analytica! and computational results regarding the impact of varying parameter 
values on optimal arrival rate ( or, capacity utilization) are presented. 

In Chapter 4 a lead time dependent demand function is introduced. Delay sensitive 
customers result in an expected demand that is a function of both price and quoted lead 
time. The impact on the cost function is determined and results of varying parameter 
values are again presented. Conclusions are stated in Chapter 5. Finally, in Chapter 6, 
suggestions for further research are presented. 
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Chapter 2 

Profit Functions 

Recent awareness of the lack of sufReient infonnation often provided by financial mea
sures, lead to increased development and application of non-financial performance mea
surcs. Throughput, flow time and conscquently work-in-process (wip), are tradition
ally used to quantify performance. Recently, a number of other technica} performance 
measures were developed. \Vas flow time traditionally associated mainly with unit
production, nowadays it is also becoming ever more important in mass production. 
Unfortunately, one of the motives for designing teehuical performance measures, the 
unreliability of sheer financial performance measures, is also one of the disadvantages 
of these measures. An achieved technica} optimum does in general not coincide with a 
financial optimum, nor can an assessment be made that relates technica} and financial 
performance. 

In this light Palaka et al. [Pal98] examined the lead time settings, capacity utilization, 
and pricing decisions under lead time dependent demand. In this chapter, a profit 
function is described that models a tirm's short-run cost structure. It includes three 
cost contributing factors; direct variabie cost, congestion cost and lateness penalty cost. 
Such models are a good representation of a firm that fills custom orders on a first 
come-first serve basis. The model described in [Pal98] is introduced here. A tirm's 
operabons are modeled as a single station MI M 11 system. Consequently, the model is 
expanded to descri he GIG 11 systems, allowing general distributed arrival- and process 
times. For evaluation and simulation purposes, a multiple station production system 
with general distributed process times is introduced, using data presented in [Not04]. 
A model is formulated and assumptions are described. This model will be used in an 
optimization routine to determine throughput settings for cost reduction. Analytica} 
and computational results regarding the impact of varying parameter valnes on optimal 
arrival time (throughput level) are presented. 

5 
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2.1 Performance measurement 

Performance measurement is a topic that is extensively discussed in literature. It can 
be described as the process of developing measurable indicators that can be systemati
cally tracked to assess progress made in achieving predetermined goals, and using such 
indicators to assess progress in achieving these goals. Measuring performance gives 
information about the status of processes and enables one to make decisions about ad
justment of settings or improverneut actions [Ronül]. It has long been recognized that 
performance measures can be used to infiuence behavior and affect the implementa
tion of strategy. Kaydos [Kay99] defines five major reasous for companies to measure 
performance: 

• Improved control, since feedback is essential to any system. 

• Clear responsibilities and objectives, because good performance measures clarify 
who is responsible for specific results or problems. 

• Strategie alignment of objectives, because performance measures have proven to 
be a good means of communication for a company's strategy throughout an orga
nization. 

• Understanding business processes, since measuring data requires proper under
standing of the manufacturing processes. 

• Determining process capability, because understanding a process also means know
ing its capability. 

According to \Vhite [Whi96], the measures used to evaluate a company's performance 
are historically of financial nature, such as the monetary value of sales, or percentage 
return on investment. However, the use of non-financial performance measures is in
creasing in manufacturing companies. This is due tothefact that financial performance 
mcasures eau provide incorrect information about a firm's performance. Therefore some 
non-financial performance measures concerning manufacturing processes will first be in
troduced. 

2.2 Performance evaluation of manufacturing lines 

The performance of manufacturing lines can be measured by one of the traditional 
perforumnee measures throughput, flow time or work-in-process. These performance 
measures are briefiy discussed first. 
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Throughput 

The average output of a production process, or a manufacturing line per unit of time is 
called throughput ö. Throughput can be measured in the number of items (N) leaving 
a system per unit of time (T). For a stable system it is equal to the arrival rate or the 
reciprocal of the inter-arrival time ta of a manufacturing system. 

N 1 
Ö =- = 'T'a =-

T fa 
(2.1) 

A stable system has a bottleneck utilization below 1. A workstation with utilization 
larger than 1 will have an arrival rate (ra) that is larger than the effective process rate 
(re)· This will cause the system to fill up, and thus flow times will become ever larger. 
This report focuses on stable systems only. That is, 

'T'a te 
U=-=-<1 

're fa 
(2.2) 

The upper limit of the throughput of a production process is its effective capacity. 
Regarding a manufacturing line this equals effective process rate re. Often throughput 
is directly related to revenues, as every product produced can be sold, when it meets 
the quality requirements. Throughput is the performance measure that is typically 
used in the context of rnass-production systems. Traditionally, in rnass-production less 
attention is paid to another important performance measure, flow time. 

Flow time 

Historically, most manufacturers are interested in maximization of the throughput in 
order to obtain the highest possible return on investment on the equipment they invested 
in. In unit production environments however, there has always been an emphasis on 
flow time. As the marketplace continnes to become more competitive and fast-paced, 
ever more manufacturers in other production environments, start to strive forshort flow 
times as well. Mainly because, in the last decades, more and more companies changed 
to just-in-time (JIT) delivery, which resulted in the importance of short lead times. 
The lead time of a line is the time allotted for production of a part on that line. As 
such it is a constant, in contrast to flow times that are generally random. Now, firms 
are increasingly dependent on fast response times as an important souree of sustainable 
competitive advantage. As a result, the need to explicitly consider the influence of lead 
times on profit is greater than ever. 

Flow time is defined by Hopp and Spearman [Hopül] as the average time from release 
of a job at the beginning of the flow line until it rea.ches an inventory point at the end 
of the flow line. Short flow times a.llow fa.st feed back of process quality during process 
development and evaluation [Bro03]. Furthermore, a decrease in flow time leads to an 
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increase of yield. In [Nemüü] these and some other advantages of flow time reductions 
are discussed. An analytical relation for the flow time of a workstation is presented in 
queueing theory. It is known as the Pollaczek-Khinchin Equation [Pol30, Khi32]: 

c2 +c2 u 
ïïï = a e--t + t 
r 2 1-u e e 

(2.3) 

This formula gives the mean of the flow time and is exact for an MI M 11 and an MIG 11 
system. In Equation 2.3, the variability of the inter-arrival time and the effective process 
time are present, denoted by c~ and c~. Furthermore, the utilization of the equipment 
u and the effective process time te determine the flow time. The Pollaczek-Khinchin 
equa.tion is however not exact for GIG 11 systems. For an MI M 11 system the varianee 
- square of standard deviation (a) - of the tot al time spent in system (flow time) is given 
by the following equation [Ada02]: 

2 1 a = ----:-:::--::-
'1' (1- u)2r~ 

(2.4) 

Work-in-process 

Flow time <pand throughput 8 are related by the operational quantity work-in-process 
w. Their relationship is known as Little's Law [Lit61]: 

w=O·<p (2.5) 

\Vork-in-process is the inventory between the start and end points of a manufacturing 
line. A rednetion of flow time usually leads to a rednetion of work-in-process. High 
throughput or utilization often involves high flow times and work-in-process levels. From 
this relation the conflict between high throughput and low flow time becomes clear. 
The importance of designing performance measures that incorporate both flow time 
and throughput now seems obvious. 

2.3 Some recently developed performance measures 

During the last decade, new performance measures were designed and tested. Some will 
be briefly discussed in the next section. In this manner, an insight into the problems 
arising when trying to develop a universally valid measure that incorporates effects of 
both throughput and flow time is given. A methodology that uses flow time and utiliza
tion in order to benchmark and predict a manufacturing line's performance has been 
developed by Aurand [Aur97]. The performance of a manufacturing line is measured 
using the two main performance indicators discussed before: throughput and flow time. 
According to [Aur97] the operating curve or OP-curve has many uses. It allows factory 
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management to trade-off flow time versus utilization for a given current operating state. 
Management can easily see the effect that raising or lowering production rates, depend
ing on the inter-arrival time, has on the flow time performance, for a given state of the 
manufacturing line. The OP-curve is aften used in flow time constrained environments. 

An example of an OP-curve is depicted in figure 2.1. 

x 

u 

Figure 2.1: Operating curve 

For the OP-curve analysis, the manufacturing line's flow time multiplier (x-factor) and 
the line's bottleneck utilization percentage (u-factor) have to be calculated. The flow 
time multiplier X is the ratio of the line's actual flow time to the theoretica! best possible 
flow time. The bottleneck utilization U is the ratio of the line production rate to the 
raw capacity of the bottleneck. However, some remarks must be made, concerning the 
OP-curve. First of all, though it enables management to visualize the trade-off between 
flow time and throughput, it does not reflect an optimum for this throughput. In 
fact, the OP-curve represents the normalized flow time a..<> a function of the normalized 
throughput. Because the OP-curve is aften used with a flow time eaustraint [Fow95], 
the throughput is maximized, while carrying out improvements in the manufacturing 
line. On the other hand, constraining the throughput, the flow time while be minimized. 
The actual trade-off between throughput and flow time is not optimized in both cases. 
Therefore, it can be concluded that using the OP-curve in combination with constraints, 
only one of the two fundamental factory performance measures is regarded: flow time 
or throughput. 

Equipment Effectiveness: OEE and E 

A key performance metric for capital intensive industry is the Overall Equipment Ef
fectiveness OEE. Overall Equipment Effectiveness is a measure of manufacturing equip
ment productivity, and is a sub-metric of the Cost of Ownership CoO metric. Cost of 
Ownership has been analyzed by [Pel02]. The OEE is defined by [SEMOO] as: 

OEE = theoretica! production time effective units 
total time 

(2.6) 
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Thus, it is the fraction of the total time that the equipment is processing effective units 
at theoretically effident rates. An effective unit is considered to be a unit of accept
able quality. OEE can also be classified as the remainder after losses for breakdowns, 
setups, adjustments, reduced speed, idling, minor stoppages, defects, rework and yield 
are evaluated, according to [Dan96]. OEE is a throughput oriented performance mea
sure indicating how well an equipment is operating. OEE is based on mean values 
and concerns one piece of equipment at a time. The time base for OEE is the total 
time. The subdivision of OEE in three components makes it a diagnostic performance 
measure, however, the components availability, performance and quality efficiency are 
not mutually exclusive. 

Semiconductor Equipment and Materials International (SEMI) has developed the OEE 
standard, based on the concept of overall equipment effectiveness, as introduced by 
Nakata [Nak88]. Previous research has targeted various aspects of OEE. For exam
ple, [Lju98] states that the definition of OEE does not take into account all factors 
that reduce the capacity utilization, e.g. planned downtime, lack of material input, 
lack of labor. In addition, it is stated that the available time is a more appropriate 
basis for time measurement than the loading time as originally defined by [N akR8]. 
Similarly, [Gro95] utilizes a fixed planned production time and calculates the difference 
between actual and planned production time. The need for a more appropriate time 
basis is confirmed by, among others [Sat98]. It is generally observed that the accuracy 
of OEE is largely determined by the quality of the collected data. An alternative for the 
Overall Equipment Effectiveness is Equipment Effectiveness E, proposed by [Ron05a]. 
E counteracts the time base of OEE by consiclering the equipment and its environment 
as a manufacturing system. In order to be able to perfarm the manufacturing function, 
the conditions enforced by the system have to be fulfilled. This means for example that 
skilied operators are needed to operate the machine(s), and the presence of sufficient 
feedstock, sufficient support tools, etc. is required. 

OEE measures the effectiveness of equipment, also taking into account effects from the 
environment of the equipment. This means that downstream or upstream equipment 
affects the effectiveness of the equipment of interest. By contrast E measures the 
effectiveness of the isolated equipment only. OEE considers the total time as a time 
base for effectiveness measurement. This total time base can be seen as the complete 
time during the measurement period, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. This contrary to 
E, which uses the available time as a time base for measurement. This is the time that 
the equipment is in a condition to perfarm its intended nmction without limitation of 
the environment it operates in. Therefore, the effective time is considered as the time 
base for E. As a result of this, the equipment is only accounted for failures, setups, 
rework etc. caused by the equipment itself. Since the effect.ive time is the base of E, 
EPT algorithms developed by [JacOl, Koc03] can be used to measure E. Equipment 
Effectiveness then can only be used as a monitoring performance measure. Effective 
process time adds all time losses due to failure, setup, rework and any other souree of 
variability. 
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Manufacturing Performance P 

As stated before, throughput is found to be an important performance measure in mass 
production environments, whereas fiow time often is used in unit production. In batch 
production environments however, fiow time and throughput both are important mea
sures. It is acknowledged by [Sat96] that when a company concentrates on only one 
metric, it is easy for other metrics to degrade in the interest of improving the key metric. 
Section 2.2 already has indicated that high throughput confiicts with low fiow time. For 
that reason, a performance measure representing the trade-off between throughput and 
fiow time has been proposed by [Ron05b]. This performance measure is called manu
facturing performance P. The performance measures which are important for different 
sorts of manufacturing lines can be represented graphically, based on production volume 
and production fiexibility. This is shown in Figure 2.2. 

mass prod. 

6 

batch prod. 

P=É. 
of 

unit prod. 

'P 

Jlexibility of production ~ 

Figure 2.2: infiuence of different performance measures 

In this framework P represents the trade-off between throughput and fiow time, as used 
by [Ron05b], deriving manufacturing performance. Recently, fiow time is becoming 
ever more important in mass production environments. This is due to the fact that 
manufacturers want to obtain short and reliable fiow times, in this highly competitive 
environment. This is certainly also the case for the manufacturing systems that this 
research focusses on. However, the key performance metric in mass production environ
ments remains throughput, and fiow time often is minimized for fixed throughput. 

Effective Process Time (EPT) 

Operational time variability is one of the key parameters determining the average cycle 
time of lots. J'v1any different sourees of variability can be identified such as machine 
breakdowns, setup, and operator availability. However, an appropriate measure to 
quantify variability was missing . .1\ieasures such as aforementioned Overall Equipment 
Effectiveness (OEE) nsed in the semiconductor industry are entirely based on mean 
value analysis and do not include variances. 

According to Hoppand Spearman [Hopül] the Effective Process Tirne (EPT), is defined 
as the total time seen by a lot at a station ( or system). EPT is considered to be the 
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random variabie of primary interest in factory physics. Effective Process Time is the 
total time seen by an item at a system, from a logistic point of view. If for instanee 
machine B is idle because it is waiting for a job to finish on machine A, it does not 
matter whether the job is actually being processed by machine A or that it is being 
held up because machine A is being repaired. 

EPT includes all detractors such as setups, downtime, etc. It does not include any 
time a system is starveel or blockeel by busy downstream manufacturing systems. For 
EPT, also denoted as te, it does not matter whether a lot is actually being processed 
or whether it is being held up because the equipment is undergoing a reparation, or 
rework, or is waiting for its operator. Variability c~ affects the flow time of a lot. The 
advantage of EPT approach is that only one data set with arrivals and departures of lots 
is required in order to calculate the mean te and variability c~. However, a disadvantage 
of EPT is that all equipment related losses are captured in one measure, and therefor 
cannot be distinguished between. Equipment down-times, due to setups and failures, 
that occur during an idle time are not covered by EPT, and therefore information can 
be lost using EPT. 

[J ac03] introduced a new algorithm that enables estimation of the mean effective process 
time te and the coefficient of variation c~ of a multiple machine werkstation from real 
fab data. The algorithm formalizes the effective process time definitions as known in 
the literature. The algorithm quantifies t he claims of machine capacity by lots, which 
include time losses due to down time, setup time, and other irregularities. The estimated 
te and c~ values can be interpreteel in accordance with well-known G / G /m queueing 
relations. 

2.4 Profit functions 

Using the performance measures depicted in the previous section we are able to find 
teehuical optima for throughput settings of a production system. Using Matlab's op
timization toolbox [Notü4] determined throughput settings for a four station manufac
turing system, with maximum manufacturing performance P. The outcome of such 
an optimization problem does however in general not coincide with the financial opti
mum. Now the main reasou for the development of non-financial performance measures 
becomes its greatest disadvantage. 

\Vhen cost functions are known that depend on throughput and flow time, the optimiza
tion problem can be transformeel into one consisting of functions all having the same 
dimensions (namely monetary value). This will lead to a more transparent optimiza
tion problem, and sealing between the (financial) performance and the cost functions 
become more transparent. In the next sections a profit function is introduced that does 
not only represent the expected annual revenue (net of direct cost), but also takes ex
pected congestion ( or wip holding) cost and expected lateness penalty cost into account. 
In such a function the direct cost are solely dependent on throughput, the holding cost 
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depiet a trade-off between flow time and throughput, as do the lateness penalty cost. 
By optimizing throughput to maximize the profit as calculated by this profit function, 
a trade-off between throughput and flow time is generated. 

A model is now presented to study the lead time setting, capacity utilization and pricing 
decisions of a profit maximizing firm that incurs congestion related cost. The modeled 
firmalso pays penalties whenever the actual flow time exceeds a predetermined quoted 
cycle-time or lead time. The lead time of a given routing or line is the time allotted 
for production of a part on that routingor line [Hopül]. As such it is a management 
constant, whereas flow times are generally random or defined by a certain distribu
tion. Another important measure of line performance is the service level SL, which is 
described as: 

SL = P(flow time~ lead time) (2.7) 

For a given distribution of flow time this implies that by altering lead time a firm can 
manipulate service level. 

In this thesis, initially, a short time horizon is considered, during which the capacity of 
the firm is fixed. Later the possibility to (marginally) expand capacity is considered. 
Price, lead time and demand, or equivalently capacity utilization, are the decision vari
ables of the model. The variables are supposed to be independent. The dependency 
of denmnd on price and lead time will first be introduced in Chapter 4. The primary 
objectiv·e of the profit function is to capture the full profit impact of stochasticity in 
demand arrivals as well as the production process when customers are delay sensitive 
and the firm incurs congestion cost and lateness penalties. First, we assume that the 
firm sets a price and a lead time and is then able to deliver all finished products. In 
other words, demand is not dependent on price or lead time, and always sufReient to 
sell produced products. The firm's short-run cost structure includes the following three 
main categories: 

(1) Direct variabie cost 

The direct variabie cost include all cost that are proportional to production volume, 
such as the cost of direct materials and direct labor. Often, a firm is also subject to 
indirect variabie cost. They cannot be directly attributed to production volume. These 
include maintenance, certain labor cost, and in some cases depreciation ( only if it is 
calculated related to output - e.g. machine hours). 

This stands in dear contra.'3t to fixed cost. Fixed are those business cost that are not 
directly related to the level of production or output. In other words, wether a firm ha.s 
a zero output or high output, the level of fixed cost will remain the same. In the long 
term fixed cost can alter - perhaps as a result of investment in production capacity (e.g. 
ad ding a new factory unit) or through the growth in overhead required to support a 
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larger, more complex business. Examples of fixed cost are rent and rates, depreciation, 
research and development, marketing cost (non-revenue related) and administration 
cost. 

\Vhilst a distinction between fixed and variabie cost is a convenient way of categorizing 
business cost, in reality there are some cost which are fixed in nature but which increase 
when output reaches certain levels. These are largely related to the overall "scale" 
and/or complexity of the business. For example, when a business has relatively low 
levels of output or sales, it may not require cost associated with functions such as human 
resource management or a fully-resourced finance department. However, as the scale 
of the business grows (e.g. output, number people employed, number and complexity 
of transactions) then more resources are required. If production rises suddenly then 
some short-term increase in warehousing and/or transport may be required. In these 
circumstances, we say that part of the cost is variabie and part fixed. 

In this report only direct variabie cost are considered to be throughput related. Fixed 
cost will not be incorporated into the profit function. 

( 2) Congestion cost 

In recent years, several studies have recognized and examined the congestion cost caused 
by stochasticity in order arrivals as wellas production environments. In the presence of 
stochastic order arrivals, higher levels of capacity utilization cause increased congestion 
and langer lead times in a job-shop environment. As with Busset al. [Bus94], congestion 
cost are treated predominantly as the cost of maintaining wip. These include warehous
ing and starage cost, material handling expenses, insurance cost, capital opportunity 
cost, quality expenses due to deteriorating in-process inventory, and other relevant in
ventory holding cost. For this report these congestion cost are expressed as the mean 
number of jobs in the system multiplied by the unit holding cost. However, although 
they considered stochasticity in both demand arrivals and process rate and included 
the resulting congestion cost in a firm's profit maximization problem, the impact of 
lead timesondemand was first considered by [Pal98]. Again, this will be introduced in 
Chapter 4. 

(3) Lateness penalty cost 

These penalties refiect direct compensation paid to customers for not meeting the lead 
time as well as the cost of expediting orders to meet the due dates. We assume that the 
lateness penalty is proportional to the amount of lateness and that the penalty per job 
per unit time is constant. A firm will not be rewarded for early delivery. Nor will it be 
penalized for early delivery, a situation that also occurs evermore in modern day JIT 
environments. The quoted lead time depends on several factors. For instance, a firm 
might want to choose the lead time so that 95% of all jobs arrives in time (a service 
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level SL of 95%). Quoting a satisfactory lead time is an issue that will be elaborated 
upon in Chapter 3. 

Examples of finn's that offer compensation for late orderscan be found in for instanee 
So and Song [So92]. Quotes like "free pizza if nat delivered in under 30 minutes" or 
"free drinks until your reserved table becomes free in this restaurant", probably don't 
need further introduetion in this context. In more general terms, all finn's probably 
face lead time related cast insome manner. Perhaps most do nat pay actual perralties or 
expedite orders to other firms, but intangible cast as loss of goodwill, damaged company 
reputation and decrease in market share aften occur. 

2.5 Combined profit function 

A model cantairring the three cast contributing factors stated in the previous section, is 
considered a good representation of any manufacturing firm that fills custom orders on 
a first come-first serve (FCFS) basis. \iVe assume that a finn's objective is to maximize 
the expected total profit contribution which can be expressed in a profit function. For 
this purpose, [Pal98] assumes that the arrival pattem of customers can be described 
by a Poisson proces. Further, they assume that the process times of the customer 
orders are exponentially distributed. These assumptions allow the use of an MI M 11 
model of the firm's operations, where both arrival and process rate satisfy the Markovian 
assumption in that they have no memory. This is a traditional abstraction used to study 
the queueiug effects of capacity and demand volume. It makes the problem somewhat 
more traetabie without a great loss in accuracy, especially when the emphasis lies on 
deriving qualitative patterns and managerial insights. 

\Vhen we assume an MI M 11 queuing system with mean service rate re and mean 
arrival rate (ar demand) ra the expected number of jobs (ar analogously customers) in 
the system, w, is given by the number of jobs in service (Ns) plus the number of jobs 
waiting (Nw): 

(2.8) 

The actua.l flow time is exponentially distributed with mean t:p. In Appendix E the 
exponential distribution of flow time is proven. The average flow time is given by the 
mean waiting time tw plus the mean service time te of a job: 

_ ra 1 ra+ (re- ra) 
<p = tw +te= +- = = 1l(re- ra) (2.9) 

re(re- ra) re re(re- ra) 

The probahility that the firm is nat able to meet the quoted lead time, t1, is now given 
by the surface under the probability density function (pdf) of the flow time distribution 
from the lead time until infinity. Calculation is performed as follows: 
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P(rp ~ tz) = f'XJ f,p(t)dt (2.10) 
Jt1 

The stochast that describes the flow time in a Poisson proces was shown to be negative 
exponential distributed with expectation r.p. Fort~ 0, the probability density function 
equals: 

f ( ) 1 _lt 
'P t = -e '~' . 

rp 
(2.11) 

This gives that 

(2.12) 

and, 

(2.13) 

The expected latenessof a job, given that it is late, equals 1l(re-ra), the same as the ex
pected flow time due to the memoryless property of the exponential distri bution [Kle75]. 
This method can be used for all systems with known flow time distribution, but for an 
MI M 11 queuing system the outcome is given by a traetabie symbolic expression. Now 
the profit function is described as: 

Cpra e-(re-ra)tz 

re- ra 
(2.14) 

In Equation 2.14, ra(P- Cd) represents the expected contribution of the revenue (net 
of direct cost) to the profit, where Cd is the unit direct variabie cost. The expected 
congestion cost contribution is given by Ch · W or C':!a , where Ch is the unit holding re ra 
cost. The last part of the profit function is the expccted lateness penalty contribution 
to the cost, c::a e-(re-ra)tz, where Cp is the penalty per job per unit lateness. Note that 

Te Ta 

it is expressed as (penalty per job per unit lateness) x ( throughput rate) x (probability 
that a job is late) x ( expected lateness given that a job is late). 

~on-~arkov processes 

The MI M 11 queuing system, convenient as it is, does unfortunately not cover the wide 
range of possible productions systems. Even for a single station production system it 
does not necessarily model realistic behavior. Before an analysis of a production line 
consisting of more stations is given, the profit function will first be expanded for general 
distributed arrival and service rates. 
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As seen in the previous section, an MI M /1 system, through the memoryless property 
and the fact that actuallead time can be calculated quite easily, leads to a simple profit 
function. As seen in section 2.2, flow time of an MIG 11 system can be calculated using 
the Pollaczek-Khinchin equation. Calculation of the probability that a job is late and 
the expected lateness, given that a job is late, will often require more effort, since the 
probability density function of the flow time is not as tractable. For a general dis
tributed stochast, with known parameters (usually the mean and standard deviation or 
parameters derived therefrom) and of a known sort (i.e. its probability density function 
(pdf) can be calculated) queueing theory gives us formulae as in the precious section 
to calculate these values. The probability that a job is late can again be calculated by 
integrating the surface under the pdf from the quoted lead time to infinity. 

In order to determine penalty cost for any queueing system, the following three prop
erties of the system are required: 

• the mean of the flow time of the system 

• a parameter determining the varianee of the flow time of the system (for instanee 
the squared coefficient of variation of flow time, or the standard deviation of flow 
time) 

• the shape of the distribution (i.e. the probability density function that describes 
the flow time distribution) 

As shown previously, for an MI M 11 system, the resulting flow time distribution will 
be exponential distributed, with mean flow time given by the PK-formula and squared 
coefficient of variation of one. Not all queueing systems are this traceable. First, the 
relative case with which for an MI M /1 system the squared coefficient of variation of 
the flow time can be determined does not apply to all systems. Second, the Pollaczek
Khinchin relation is only exact for MIG 11 systems, and its applicability to GIG /1 
systems has to be evaluated. Finally, even when arrival time and process time have 
a known distribution, this does not automatically allow for conclusions to be made 
about the sart of distribution of the flow time. Evaluating correctness of estimated 
flow time distributions will be claborated upon furthcr on in this chapter. First the 
flow time distribution is assumed to have been tested and excepted as valid in order to 
demonstrate some issues one encounters when formulating a profit function for a system 
with general distributed flow time. 

2.6 Penalty determination in G/G/1 queueing systems 

Suppose the flow time distribution of a flow-line is known to be Gamma distributed with 
mean <p and squared coefficient of variation c~, or varianee er~ = c~<p2 . Now we pass all 
three requirements, needed to describe the distribution of the flow time. \Ve know the 
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shape of the probability density function and through 'P and c~ we can calculate the 
parameters a and (3 of this pdf. When we assume our process to be Gamma distributed 
with mean re = ~ = a;3 and varianee O"~ = a/32 we can derive the parameters of the 
distribution to be a and (3. Then, relations to calculate the probability that a job is later 
than quoted lead time tz are given in queueing theory [Kle75]. Equation 2.10 describes 
for any known pdf (i.e. shape and parameters) of the flow time (in this case denoted by 
the random stochast X), the probability that thc flow time exceeds a pre-set level tz. 

P(X 2:: tz) = {oo fx(t)dt 
.ftz 

(2.15) 

With fx the probability density function or probability distribution of the Gamma 
function, and fx > 0 for all values of t. The area of the region between the graph of 
fx and the x-axis equals one. We call the level tz the quoted lead time. Fora Gamma 
distribution, probability theory provides us with relations which somewhat simplify the 
problem: 

P(X 2:: tz) = 1- P(X :S tz) 

x 
X 1

- et-1 -y f1 y e 
F( (3 ;a)= 

0 
r(a) dy 

(2.16) 

(2.17) 

(2.18) 

Equation 2.18 is known as the normalized form of the gamma function. It integrates 
the incomplete gamma function ya-le-Y, divided by the complete gamma function, for 
y from zero to ~. The complete Gamma function f(a) is given by: 

(2.19) 

Combining the above equations, and the fact that the surface between the graph of 
the pdf and the x-axis equals one, we can state that the probability P that a job is 
processed later than the quoted lead time tz equals: 

(2.20) 

Similarly, we can derive an equation for the expected value of the lateness, given that 
a job is late. This relation is: 
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ftc;(t- tz) · fx(t)dt 
E(X- tzl(X- tz) > 0) = P(X 2 tz) (2.21) 

where fx(t) is the afore-mentioned pdf, which will have the following form: 

(2.22) 

Although the penalty determination is only performed for a Gamma distributed flow 
time, it can be repeated analogously for all other distributions with known pdf and 
parameters. Notice that when probability a job is late and expected lateness are mul
tiplied, as with penalty determination, the combined function becomes as depicted in 
Equation 2.23. The individual probability determination, will still be used later on 
when service levels are considered. 

P(X 2 tz) · E(X- tzl(X- tz) > 0) = (oo (t- tz) · fx(t)dt 
Jt1 

(2.23) 

Analogously to [Pal98], knowing parameters for lateness computing and the Pollaczek
Khinchin relation we now have all the components needed to construct the profit
fundion for a GIG 11 system. The profit function will then have the following form: 

(2.24) 

Multiple workstation flow-line 

In his thesis on Performance Measurement and Impravement of Manufacturing Sys
tems, [Not04] designed a four station production line. The same example will be used 
to calculate a profit fundion for a more elaborate and realistic manufacturing system. 
Some issues one regularly encounters when determining flow time distributions for any
thing but an MI M 11 system will be demonstrated. 

Example 2.1. Consider a manufacturing flow line consisting of four workstations as 
depicted in Figure 2.3. The inter-arrival time ta equals 4.0 and thc sepiared coefficient 
of arrival time c~ equals l.O. Notice that the inter-arrival time's coefficient of variation 
may vary for each workstation, as it is determined by relation 2.25. 

Figure 2.3: Four workstation flow line 
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In Figure 2.4 a single workstations is presented. Every workstation consists of an infi
nite buffer, where jobscan wa.it until the processing unit is able to process the job, and 
an actual processing unit. 

. ................................ . 

ta (;;;\ 

c~------.-~~~r----:--c-~ _ __. 

0 0 - ..... - - .. - -- .. - ...... - .. -

Figure 2.4: Single workstation flow line 

The parameters of the workstations are given in Table 2.1: 

to te c2 
0 

c2 
e 

W1 2.0 3.0 0.2 1.0 
W2 3.7 3.8 0.1 1.0 
\V3 2.5 2.75 0.1 3.14 
vV4 0.5 2.66 0.05 0.1 

Table 2.1: Parameters four workstation flow line 

Using Pollaczek-Khinchin and the linking equation (relation for the determination of 
the squared coefficient of inter-arriva1 time) 

2 2 2 2 (1 2) 2 
Ca i+ 1 = cd • = Ui Ce i + - Ui Ca i ' 't' : ' 

(2.25) 

it is possible to calculate the mean flow time of the four stations. This is demonstrated 
in table 2.2. 

5 :.p c2 ·a c2 
d 

\V1 0.25 12.0 1 1 
W2 0.25 76.0 1 1 
W3 0.25 15.27 1 2.011 
W4 0.25 8.23 2.011 1.166 

Table 2.2: Flow data four workstation flow line 

0 
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For a joint probability distribution, like for the total flow time in this multiple station 
flow-line, where Y = c1X1 + ... + enXn, the mean and varianee of the total flow time 
have to be calculated. This can be dorre as follows [Mon99]: 

E(Y) 

V(Y) 
n 

cÎV(XI) + ... + c~ V(Xn) + 2 2..:: 2..:: CiCjcov(Xi, Xj) 
i<j=2 

(2.26) 

The Pollaczek-Khinchin equation, though used to calculate the individual flow times in 
the example, is only exact for M j G /1 systems. For the last station, which behaves as 
a G j G /1 system, the formula only gives an estimation. 

Estimating waiting time distributions 

De Kok [Kok89] proposes an iteration method that can be used to derive an approxi
mation for the first two moments of a G j G /1 distribution. The method approximates 
the waiting time, and using the linking equation one can then derive a flow time dis
tribution. Though, with the first two moments of the flow time, the distribution is 
not known yet. The moment-iteration algorithm produces accurate results, especially 
for high loads; typically the average of the waiting time is more accurately estimated 
than the standard deviation. For low loads the percentage error of the moments of the 
waiting time may be big; the absolute error, however, will be modest (in comparison 
with the service times). It further seems that the type of distri bution of the inter-arrival 
times does not influence the quality of the estimates produced by the moment-iteration 
method. The traffic intcnsity and the coefficients of variation of the service times are 
more crucial, as noted by Smits et al. [Smi03]. 

In the literature on the G / G /1 or GI / G /1 (general independent, for arrivals) queue, 
a lot of solution procedures are suggested to find exact or approximate expressions 
for the average waiting time. De Kok's method is based on an iterative scheme to 
approximate the first two or three moments of the waiting time of an arbitrary arriving 
customer from Lindley's integral Equation [Kle75]. The method is generally applicable, 
as demonstrated in [Kok87a] and in [Kok87b]. Exact solutions for the first moment of 
the GI / G /1 queue can be found in, for instance, Neuts [Neu81], and to the Ph/ Ph/1 
queue with phase-type inter-arrival and service times in Seelen [See86]. Approximation 
methods aim at accurate approximations at low computational costs. However, most 
of these methods appear to be either dependent on the type of inter-arrival time and 
service-time distributions (for instanee Frederick's [Fte82] approximation of the Dj G /1 
queue), or on the traffic intensity or utilization u (for instanee diffusion approximation 
by Whitt [Whi82]). 
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More recent, Choudhury and Lucantoni have found that it is possible to calculate mo
ments and asymptotic parameters from moment generating fundions [Cho96]. Abate 
et al. [Aba93] investigate whether it is possible to do numerical calculations from Pol
laczek's more elementary GI I G 11 formulas. Pollaczek [Pol52] derived contour-integral 
expressions for the Laplace transfarm and the cumulates of the steady-state waiting
time distri bution in the general GI I G 11 model. This model has one server, the first-in 
first-out (fifo or fcfs) service discipline, and i.i.d. (independent and identically dis
tributed) service times that are independent of i.i.d. inter-arrival times, where both the 
inter-arrival times and service times can have general distributions. 

Abate et al. [Aba93] point out that it is relatively straightforward to numerically cal
culate the tail probabilities of the waiting time. Similar results were acquired by Jiang 
et al. [Jia01] who propose a simple exponential approximation for waiting time tail 
probabilities in multi-class systems. The approximation, as depided in Equation 2.27, 
is evaluated by making comparisons with simulation results, which show that the pro
posed approximation is adequate for most cases. U nfortunately, the smaller the tail 
probabilities, the larger the deviations will be. 

P(\V"aiting time 2:: X) ~ ue-uX/E(W) (2.27) 

Equation 2.27 is a fundion only of the system traffic intensity, or utilization u, and the 
average waiting time E(W) of its corresponding class. 

Unfortunately, there is no simple, uniformly valid, exact relation for the mean and 
varianee of the flow time in a not pre-defined GIG 11 workstation. Besides that, for 
calculating the varianee of the combined flow time, the covariance has to be calculated. 
This requires a quite elaborate procedure. As demonstrated in [Not04] the mean of the 
flow time for the entire manufaduring line can however be approximated quite well by 
the Pollaczek-Khinchin equations, using the linking equation. Similarly, for c~ or 0'~ 
an estimation can be made. Further on in this thesis, it is also demonstrateel that tail 
probabilities can be estimated reasonably well by exponential distributed flow times. 

The required covariance will be approximated using Math Work's language for technical 
computing Matlab. Arrays with 100 points over the correlated distributions' probability 
density fundions will be compared. The covariance can best be described as a measure 
of strength of linear relationships between variables. The more alike the distributions, 
the greater the covariance. In the four workstation example, the workstation-correlation 
that contributes most to the covariance is between the first two workstations. Even this 
co-variance however is very small compared to the varianee of the individual worksta
tions. \V"hen covariance is omitted from the varianee estimation of the total flow time, 
resulting distributions do not differ significantly from an estimation including covari
ance. In fact, all evaluated flow times (i.e. without covariance) are accepted by the 
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, described in the following section. 
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Distribution fitting 

The next step in acquiring an accurate profit function for the manufacturing line is the 
construction and testing of the flow time distribution. \Vith the obtained rp and c~ a 
distribution can be fitteeL Howcvcr, thc fi.rst two momcuts can be insufficient for the 
fitting of distributions. To test the distribution theory provides, we model our system 
for experiments with X· The distributions obtained by simulation runs in x: are tested 
by means of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test. 

First, simulations are run, generating rp, c~ and the flow time of each lot. Every simu
lation has been run for 100.000 lots. In Appendix B the x-code is shown. The number 
of observations of rp can be plotted as a function of the observations. This results in 
a histogram plot referred to as the flow time distribution, like depicted in figure 2.5. 
Then, the assumed distribution, is tested by means of the KS-test. In this case the 
assumed distribution is a gamma distribution, since the effective process time of the 
workstations is gamma-distributed in the simulation model. The KS-test is based on 
the largest vertical distance between the sample and distribution valnes of the cumu
lative function. Notice that if a gamma distribution is accepted as representative, this 
does not mean that there exists no other distribution that would also be accepted as 
suitable. The distribution of the process times is however assumed first. If this does 
not represent the simulation data, other distributions will be proposed. 

To determine wether the modeled flow time represents the actual flow time, three sets of 
data are used fora first test. One set contains the lower bound of the system variables, 
one set contains the initial design variables, and one set consists of the mean values 
of the previous sets. All thee sets follow their assumed distribution correctly, and are 
accepted by the test. Therefore it can be concluded that for the flow line of example 2.1 
thc flow time is gamma distributed. In Appendix D the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for 
the three data sets is carried out. A more elaborate description of the test can be found 
here as well. 

350 

(a) Matlab-Model (b) Simulation-Data 

Figurc 2.5: Comparison flow time distribution: theory and simulation 
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Figure 2.5 shows how the Gamma-distribution acquired in Matlab compares to data 
abtairred through a single simulation over 100.000 lotsin X· \V"hen such a simulation is 
run for 30 times and the outcome is compared to theoretica! data, it becomes apparent 
that a Gamma distribution, with mean and varianee as abtairred in theory, models the 
actual behavior sufficiently well. In Appendix D this is demonstrated. For the four 
workstation model of example 2.1 with throughput 0.25 the theory gives us a gamma 
distributed flow time with mean rp of 111.51 and varianee O"~ of 6.32 ·103 , which is found 
to be suitable, as demonstrated below. 

Consicier the simulated data represented by the histogram in the upper part of fig
ure 2.6(a). This data can be compared to the theoretically derived distribution using 
Matlab script kolmogorov .m. The simulated data gives a distribution with mean of 
112.28 and varianee of 5.11 · 103. A gamma distribution can be fitted on the data, 
as demonstrated in the lower part of figure 2.6(a), where pdf's of both theoretically 
determined gamma distributions and gamma distribution fitted on simulation data are 
shown. When evaluated this results in DKs of 0.0692 at a value of D 0 of 0.1224. Herree 
as explained in Appendix D the simulated data can be assumed tostem from the theo
retically derived distribution. The entire process is repeated several times for different 
situations in the aforementioned appendix. Finally, figure 2.6(b) shows the percentile 
of jobs finished as a function of time for both the simulated data and the assumed 
distribution, also known as the cumulative function. 

0.8 

0.7 

0.6 

150 200 250 

(a) Histogram sample and comparison pdf theory (b) Cumulative distribution theory and sample 
and sample 

Figure 2.6: Kolmogorov Smirnov test 

Now it becomes clear why a gamma distribution was chosen to illustrate the determi
nation of penalty cost, but again, if the KS-test were to prove the flow time to follow 
another distribution with known mean and variance, the problem remains solvable. 
Notice that the distribution for high service levels (i.e. at the tail of simulated or theo
retica! distribution) can be approximated by an exponential distribution, as was already 
mentioned in Equation 2.27. 
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2.7 Summary 

In this chapter a profit function is introduced. Profit functions depiet a trade-off be
tween key performance measures flow time and throughput in a financial manner. It 
considers three main categories of cost: direct variabie cost, congestion cost and late
ness penalty cost. The former two have been widely analyzed in recent studies. Penalty 
cost or tardiness cost however have not. For penalty cost determination the following 
three parameters are required: the sort or shape of the distribution of the flow time, 
its mean value and a coefficient determining its variance. To illustrate penalty cost 
determination, first the model examined by [Pal98] is reviewed. Consequently, for a 
G / G /1 queueing system, approximations are made for mean and varianee of flow time. 
Then a distribution for the flow time is proposed. The approximations are tested with 
a KS-test and found to be suitable. Thus, all three parameters needed to determine 
profit are obtained. In the next chapter we will consider throughput level setting as a 
means of optimizing profit, using the profit-function introduced in this chapter. 
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Chapter 3 

Throughput settings under 
sufficient demand 

In Chapter 2 a profit function has been examined and analyzed, that includes the con
tribution of penalizing lateness of delivery for a general distributed flow-time. :tor this 
profit function, it is possible to detcrmine an optimal throughput level. As such, an 
asscssment between flow time and throughput can be made, that not only depiets a tech
nica! optimum, but also assigns financial value to different cost components that vary 
with these two performance measures. Using Mathwork's Matlab and the optimization 
tooibox embedded therein, optimization routines can be designed. In this chapter these 
will be used to investigate throughput settings for a firm that delivers products to a 
market with supposed ideal demand. Demand does not depend on price or lead time 
and is always suftkient to guarantee produced items to be sold instantaneously. Capac
ity of a firm \Vill initially be considered to be constant. Consequently, capacity changes 
are allowed. Results will be analyzed and compared to simulation results obtained with 
the simulation language x. 

3.1 Profit function parameters 

Let's start by repeating the profit-function for a G j G /1 system, 

IJ (ó, tz,p) = ó(p- Ca)- Chw- CpóP(X 2:: tz)E(X- tzi(X- tz) > 0). (3.1) 

Throughput ó, flow time cp and its relation to wip level w, the probability a job is late, 
and the expected lateness of a job (given that it is late) were elaborated in the previous 
chapters. What remains are several system parameters, which can be divided into two 
categories. 

27 
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• Fixed model parameters are all cast contribution factors. It is not very likely 
that cast contributing factors are fixed in a real firm's operations. Certainly unit 
variabie direct cast, but also holding cast, will be among the first parameters a 
firm may want to lower when striving to increase profit. For this report they are 
however assumed to be fixed, with values as stated below .. For argument's sake, 
one could consider the firm to have lowered all casts to the absolute minimum. 
Unit direct cast factor Cd is expressed in monetary value per unit produced. 
Holding cast factor Ch is expressed in monetary value per amount of time each 
unit spends in the system. Finally, penalty cast factor Cp is expressed in monetary 
value per amount of time each (late) unit is later than a predetermined (quoted) 
lead time. 

• Decision model parameters are primarily the price and lead time. Price is ex
pressed in monetary value per unit produced ( technically this should be "per 
unit sold", but for now all produced items can be sold instantaneous). In this 
chapter we will also consider demand to be a decision variable. In a real firm 's 
operations, the amount of demand will in general not be theirs to decide. It vlill 
depend on price, and in case customers are delay sensitive, on the lead time. In 
the real world, less tangible factors like seasonal influences, psychological effects 
(e.g. fashion, environment friendliness of a product etc.), and marketing will also 
influence demand. Price and lead time dependent demand is introduced in the 
next chapter. The latter (less tangible) influences will not be regarcled in this 
thesis. 

For now, all units produced will be sold immediately and do not require any stock
keeping after production. Since all products will be sold instantaneously, throughput 
equals demand, which makes profit a function of throughput ( 8), price (p) and lead time 
(ft). Knowing the nature of all factors involved in determining a profit function, allows 
for profit to be regarded as a function of decision variables. To examine throughput 
settings a system is considered, that is modeled as described in example 2.1. Fixed 
model parameters have are as follows: unit direct cast factor (Cd) is 20, holding cast 
factor ( Ch) is 0.1 and penalty cast factor (CP) is L 

3.2 Throughput settings under constant capacity 

The first evaluations regarding throughput settings will consider capacity to be con
stant. All systems have fixed process times with known mean values and distribution. 
For a given situation of price and lead time it is now possible to determine an optimal 
throughput leveL For this purpose an optimization routine was constructed in Matlab 
using the optimization toolbox. The basic model is shown in Appendix C. It consist of 
three parts. The file calculate. m is used for the model analysis. Here we calculate the 
individual components ofthe profit function. The file objective.m contains the objec
tive function of the optimization problem. Sirree it invokes the standard Matlab routine 
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fmincon. m it is necessary to express the maximization of profit as the minimization 
of the negative profit. Finally, the file optimize .mis used to initiate the optimization 
routine. It connects objective.m, calculate.m and fmincon.m. 

Optimization under constant service level 

Under the assumption that demand will always be sufficient to sell all produced items, 
demand is an independent decision variable. Then it is possible to investigate the impact 
of optimizing the throughput to maximize profit under different valnes of the lead time 
service level and price. As seen in Chapter 2 smaller throughput (and consequently 
utilization) is needed to decrease flow time. When lead time decreases, the penalty cost 
form a more significant part of the profit function and the optimum shifts towards lower 
throughputs and flow times. Firms are however not likely to quote lead times below 
mean flow time. 

A situation that often occurs is that a firm chooses its lead time so that it on average 
delivers on time in a certain predetermined range. This behavior can be modeled with 
for instanee a 95% reliability interval on the lead time, or a service level SL of 95% as 
seen in equation 2. 7. Implcmenting this behavior into our optimization routine, however, 
cannot be performed in a straight forward manner. Recapture that the probability a 
job is late is given by: 

(3.2) 

For the given system, in this equation all parameters are known. When service level is 
at least 95%, this means that: 

P(X ;::: t1) < 0.05 (3.3) 

The probability of a job not arriving in time is confined to be within a 5% margin of 
error. When P(X ;::: tz) = 0.05, tz denotes the level of lead time conesponding to the 
boundary of the trust region. Unfortunately symbolical solving of P(X ;::: tz) = 0.05 for 
X is not possible. Solving the integral symbolically results in an equation containing 
WhittakerM functions. These are related to the confluent hypergeometrie functions, 
which can be expressed as hypergeometrie series expansions or a polynomial with infinite 
number of terms. An exact symbolical solution cannot be found, and in Matlab, even 
an estimation will result in extensive run-times. Matlab doeshowever present a solution 
in the form of the fsolve function. This finds a root (zero) of a system of (non-linear) 
equations. The equation to be solved is that probability minus the error margin equals 
0. The implemented code is depicted below. It constitutes an optimization inside the 
optimization routine. 
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xt=fsolve(@myfun,xO,optimset('fsolve'),C,D); 

function f=myfun(xO,C,D) 

% C,D are the parameters defining the gamma distribution. Error margin 
% equals 1 minus service level 
q=sym('q'); 
errormargin=0.05; 
f=(double(int((q"(C-1)*exp(-q)/(gamma(C))),q,xû*D,inf)))-errormargin; 

Notice that the penalty cost contribution depends on both the probability that a job 
is late ( or 1 - S L) and the expected value of the lateness of a job given that it is late. 
This average lateness does not increase proportional to the probability of lateness! The 
contri bution of the average lateness has far less impact on the penalty contri bution than 
the percentage of jobs that is late. This is clarified in example 3.1. 

Example 3.1. Consider the flow time distribution of the four workstation flow-line 
described in Chapter 2, with all parameters known except lead time (i.e. workstation 
parameters as in example 2.1). Th en the flow time distri bution will be as in figure 3.1 (a.). 
We will now consider the probability that a job is late and the mean expected lateness 
of a late job for quoted lead times over the range of the graph in figures 3.1(b) and (c). 

. - - - - - - - -.... ~ 
(a) Flow time distribution 

"'\ !:\ 
, __ "'"-·----:_________ __________ _ 

~ . - - - - - ---
( c) Expected Lateness 

(b) Probability a job is late 

\ . - - - - - - - ---
(d) Penalty cost contribution 

Figure 3.1: Impact of lead time on penalty cost for known flow time distribution 

It follows from figures 3.1 that, for this flow time distribution, the percentage of late 
jobs impacts penalty cost far more than the average latenessof these jobs. In figure 3.1 
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(d) the combined penalty contribution, as inthelast part of equation 3.1, to the profit 
is shown for this flow time distribution. Not.ice how the probability decreases from 1 to 
0 over the range of lead times. Obviously, for a lead time of zero, all jobs will be late 
(P=l) and the average lateness will be the calculated mean flow time (E = ïp = 111.51). 
When lead time is high (» ïp), the probability of a job being late tends to zero, but the 
average latenessof (very few) late jobs will still have a significant value due to the long 
tail of the distribution. Again, on the penalty cost this has very little effect. 
0 

The optimization problem is mathematically formulated as follows: 

min -profit, 
8,tl,P 

subject to 0 ::; tei < tai 

1 - P(X ~ t1) ~ SL 

p,tz ~ 0 

V i 

Now the profit optimization routine is performed for different values of the service level. 
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Figure :1.2: Throughput and flow time as a function of price under different error margins 

In figure 3.2 the system described in section 4.2 is subjected to different service levels 
of respectively 99, 98, 95 and 90%. The error margins then are subsequently 1, 2, 5 
and 10%. Optimal throughput-levels are evaluated forthese values of the error margin, 
under variabie price. As visible in figure 3.2, a smaller error margin leads to larger 
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throughputs and consequently larger flow times. This is mainly because a smaller error 
margin reduces the effect that penalty cost have on the profit function. It is visible 
that when the service level SLis high (» 95%), the effect of the penalty cost becomes 
negligible. For a 0% error margin, the throughput will be determined by the maximum 
profit as if only determined by direct and holding cost. 

For increasing error margins the effect of penalty cost becornes larger. It seems some
what contradictory, that when a firrn quotes longer lead times the levels of optimal 
thronghput, flow time and profit increase. In the next chapter, demand becomes a 
function of price and lead time. Then it becomes obvious that quoting longer lead 
times at the same price cannot be done without affecting demand. Sirnilarly, quoting 
longer lead tirnes under constant demand will require lower prices, and thus optimal 
profit will not necessarily be reached at highest lead time or service level. For now, 
demand was however assumed to be suflident under all circumstances. In figure 3.3 
profit is depicted for the system under different service levels. It is clearly visible that 
profit will always be higher for higher service levels, which is a logical consequence of 
the lower effect of penalty cost on the profit function. 

20 

15 -10% 
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-2% 
.......... 1% 

40 
price 

Figure :t:~: Profit as a function of price under different error margins 

At very large price levels, the graph will be a straight line with as slope the throughput. 
For low prices, the penalty cost and wip cost will form a more significant part of the 
profit function, and therefor the slope will be slightly lower than for high prices, as is 
also visible from figure 3.3. Notice that higher penalty cost factor Cp results in larger 
differences between profits at different service levels. 
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3.3 Throughput settings under allowed capacity expan-. 
s1ons 

Now an extension of the model used in the previous section is considered. In this 
model marginal capacity expansions are allowed. Capacity expansions are assumed to 
be continuons decision parameters. The capacity expansions can be both quantitative 
(through process times te) and qualitative (through the squared coefficients of variation 
c~). A firm could expand capacity for instanee by hiring part-timers or temporary 
workers, alter machine settings, etc. Improving the capacity determining parameters te 
and c~ involves cost. These cost can for example be seen as monetary value to be paid, 
technological effort to be made or workforce needed to change a certain parameter. 

Cost-functions for capacity expansion 

The cost of improving capacity are directly related to the process, and the way the 
process is performed. The type of process, the type of machines facilitating the pro
cess, the age of such machines, and the involvement of operators are examples of causes 
in difference between improverneut cost of machines. Besides that, the state of the 
art on technology and the specific business of the company are important factors for 
impravement cost. Due tothese reasons, it can be concluded that cost functions for im
provement are highly process dependent, and it is very difficult to obtain cost functions 
for processes. 

A general cost function, that can be used in the mathematical optimization problem was 
proposed in [Not04]. In order to obtain this general cost function three requirements 
need to be met. First the function has to be super-linear increasing while approaching 
the minimum obtainable value of the parameter. This is based on the assumption that 
it becomes more difficult to decrease a parameter in the neighborhood of its minimum 
value compared to changing it in the neighborhood of its initial value. 

Secondly, the cost function has to be zero at the initial value of the parameter and 
has to be asymptotically to the minimum value of the parameter. This implies that 
retaining the parameter on its initial value does not involve cost, and the minimum 
value can never be achieved. Furthermore, the value of the cost function has to be 
negative for values of the parameter larger than the initial value. A negative value of 
the cost function implies that money, technological effort or labor can be saved (e.g. 
enlarging te of a certain process by decreasing the number of operators of that process 
means less wage to pay). A sealing parameter can be introduced to scale the tot al 
cost function. From these requirements the following cost function was designed for 
parameter te: 

C _ ( te te,ini ) 
l-IL ----

te - to te,ini - to 
(3.4) 
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The sealing parameter f1 ensures the possibility to distinguish in cost function between 
different processes. The second part of the function ensures that the function value is 
zero at the initial value of te. Subsequently, the function is super-linear increasing while 
approaching to asymptotically. The cost ftmction has no dimension. 

A general cost function for c~ is more difficult to obtain. This is due to the fact that 
there can exist a correlation between decreasing c~ and decreasing te. Next to that, 
there are also situations in which c~ can be decreased without incurring expenses (e.g. 
changing the sequence of a process). In addition, increasing c~ more than its initial 
value will not result in cost savings. In other words, the cost function for values of c~ 
larger than the initial value cannot become negative. Sirree the cost function for te can 
be regarcled as an underpinned general cost function the same function is used for c~: 

( 

2 c2 ) C _ Ce _ e,ini 
2-v 2 2 2 2 

Ce - Co ce,ini - Co 
(3.5) 

To ensure that the cost function cannot become negative, an upper bound on c~ is made: 
c~ ::; c;,ini. Sealing parameter v serves the same purpose as with the cost function for 
altering parameter te. 

Capacity expansions 

When c~ and te are added to the decision variables of the optimization routine used in 
the previous section, and both cost functions assigned to altering process parameters 
are implemented, another optimization routine is performed. Lead time is expressed as 
a constant times the calculated flow time. 

Then the optimization problem is mathematically formulated as follows: 

N N 
mm -pro fit+ f-l 2:.: Cl,i(te,i) + v 2:.: C2,i(Ce,i), 
8,tz,p i=l i=l 

subject to 

CO,i ::; Ce,i ::; Ce,ini,i 

tz =constant· ëp 

p,tz ~ 0 

V i 
V i 

For this problem, f-l = 1 . w- 5 and V = 5 . w-6 . Since the dirneusion of the profit
function is rnonetary value per unit time, the sealing parameters p and v have dirneusion 
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"monetary value/unit time" to ensure equality with respect to dimensions between the 
three functions in the objective function. \Vhen price is assumed to be 100 and lead time 
equals 1.2 VJ, the optimization returns a throughput of 0.2363 and corresponding flow 
time of 22.4550. The profit belonging to this optimum equals 16.1987. The optimized 
process parameters are depicted in table 3.1, as are the subsequent expansion cost. 

to ie fopt c2 c2 2 
Cte Cce 0 e Co12t 

W1 2.0 3.0 2.0233 0.2 1.0 0.2028 83.7. 10 ;) 35.35. 10 5 

\V2 3.7 3.8 3.7027 0.1 1.0 0.1010 1321. 10-5 47.58. 10-5 

W3 2.5 2.75 2.5133 0.1 3.14 0.1029 178.3. 10-5 17.07. 10-5 

W4 0.5 2.66 0.5120 0.05 0.1 0.0650 41.3. 10-5 1.17. 10-5 

Table 3.1: Parameters four workstation flow line 

The same system (i.e. price equals 100 and lead time equals 1.2 VJ) without capacity 
expansions yields a throughput of 0.2260 and a flow time of 54.8549. Notice that 
through the capacity expansions optimal flow time is reduced by more than half. In 
case of fixed process times the profit equals 15.0855. Thus by allowing capacity to 
expand profit is increased by 7%. Figure 3.4 compares profit for the cases described in 
the previous chapter and the same cases with capacity changes allowed. It is obvious 
that allowing capacity changes leads to higher profits. To evaluate correctness of the 
assumed distribution again aKS-test is performed for the optimum under new system 
parameters. Results are depicted in Appendix D. 
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Figure 3.4 (a) shows profit for a fixed price of 100 and variabie setpoint factors. \Vhen 
capacity expansions are allowed, the maximum profit will at all times exceed the max
imum profit of the constant capacity case. Furthermore, it shows that when lead time 
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becomes larger, less jobs arrive late, and therefor flow time becomes ever less important 
as a factor of the profit function. Consequently, the effect that expanding capacity has 
on the flow time bec01nes ever less important. In fact, when the lead time is approxi
mately 1.4 "Ç5 or larger, the optimization will no longer alter c~. 

This efiect is clearly visible from figure 3.4 (a). Reason for this behavior is that, for 
larger lead times, the shapc of the distribution that effects the penalty cost has an 
increasingly smaller efiect on total profit. \Vhen we assume lead time to equal 1.2 "Ç5 

and vary the price as shown in figure 3.4 (b) we can again see that in case of capacity 
changes, profit exceeds the constant capacity case. Furthermore, the price at which 
profit can be generated lies lower. \Vhere the break-even point was at approximately 
28.7 in the constant capacity case, it now lies at approximately 24.8. Likewise, when 
price and lead time are given, break-even point will lie at a lower throughput. Hence, 
less products need to be sold in order to generate profit. 

3.4 The impact of different cost on profit 
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Figure 3.5: Impact of different cost factors on optirnal profit 
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Much like the effects on profit of design variables can be analyzed with the optimization 
routine, it is also possible to determine how the system parameters affect profit. Up 
to thus far, the different cost contributing factors per unit produced, were considered 
constants. 

But what if there still remains room for improving individual cost factors? What factor 
then has the most effect on optimizing profit, and what can be said about the costs 
involved in producing at lower cost factors? To answer questions like the ones above, 
optimization was performed for different values of the factors Cd, Ch and Cp. Results 
are depicted in figure 3.5. Here, for a price level of 100 and a service level requirement 
of 98%, the impact of the three cost determining factors on profit is evaluated. Not.ice 
how direct cost are related to profit only via throughput, whereas holding and penalty 
cost also depend on flow time. This is also visible from the increasing slope of the graph 
in figure 3.5 (b) and ( c). 

3.5 Summary 

In this chapter a profit function for a four workstation manufacturing system was inves
tigated. For this system an optimization routine has been formulated. First, a constant 
capacity case was modeled. Throughput setting under variabie price and lead time are 
reviewed. Second, marginal capacity changes are allowed. Then again an optimization 
routine was formulated. Cost functions for expansion of capacity are introduced and 
embedded in the optimization routine. Profit of both cases are compared under variabie 
price and lead time. As to be expected, allowing for capacity changes has a positive 
impact on profit. \iVithout altering throughput, flow time can be reduced noticeably. 
As such, performance indicators as profit or break-even point can be improved. 
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Chapter 4 

Opportunity cost 

Up to now, all units produced were sold immediately and did not require any stock
keeping after production. In the next chapter delay sensitive customers result in an 
expected demand that is a function of both price and lead time. This may give a 
further rednetion of the throughput setting, which results in opportunity cost. These 
opportunity cost, can perhaps be best described as follows: going for a walk may appear 
to cost nothing, until you consider the opportunity forgone to use that time earning 
money. 

Likewise, the system's profit function may result in an optimized throughput and cor
responding maximum amount of profit. Demand, as a function of price and lead time, 
however requires a lower throughput and corresponding to that a lower amount of profit. 
Modern day economics is primarily about the efficient use of scarce resources, and the 
notion of opportunity cost plays a crucial part in ensuring that resources are indeed 
being used efficiently. 

4.1 Lead time management 

When demand is a function of decision parameters, in this case price and lead time, 
the demand will in general not coincide with the optimal throughput determined by the 
profit function at independent demand. \:Vhen demand exceeds the optimal throughput 
level a firm will nonnally choose not to fulfi.ll all demand or to increase price, and thus 
profit. When however demand is lower than optimal throughput, a firm will have to 
produce at a lower throughput than optimal, or change the decision variables. The 
difference in profit between the optimum in case of independent demand or in case 
of dependent demand are called the opportunity cost. These will be analyzed in this 
chapter. 

Since the last decade of the previous century, there has been extensive research on 
the effects of customer responsiveness as a strategie competitive weapon. Among oth-

39 
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ers [Sta90] and [Hum96] considered time-based competition. While most literature takes 
a qualitative view, there are some papers that present quantitative contributions. Most 
of the quantitative models focus on the effects of lead timereduction on operational deci
sions such as batch size and quality (fora detailed review consider for instanee [Kar93]), 
and demand is typically assumed to be an exogenous parameter. Economics and mar
keting oriented research recognizes the negative effect that longer lead times may have 
on customer demand. Research however focuses typically on internal pricing and ca
pacity selection issues for service facilities by taking into account user's delay cast and 
capacity cost. [\Ven99] and others investigate the use of quoted lead times to explore 
the impact of due-date setting on demand and profitability. Hill et al. constructed 
a model where demand is a function of actual delivery time, and the finn's objective 
is to maximize profit by optimal selection of price and delivery time, but they do not 
consider stochasticity [Hil92]. 

Lederer and Li [Led97] have stuclied the competition between firms serving delay sen
sitive customers and the resulting impact on price, production rate and scheduling 
policies. Likewise Ha [Ha98] derived pricing schemes that induce customers to choose 
optimal service rates in a competitive framework when services are jointly produced by 
the customers and the facility. 

Summarizing recent developments, during the past decades practitioners have focused 
increasingly on speed as the basis of competitive advantage. Companies use several 
strategies to utilize speed to attract customers. There are three main categories, which 
are illustrated by So using an example of an oil-change stop that aims to attract cus
tomers who usually stopforservice on their way to work. In this example quick service 
with minimal wait is the main deciding factor for customers to choose the service. The 
three main categodes are: 

• Always serving customers as fast as possible, in order for customers to choose its 
service based on past experiences or established reputation. 

• Encourage all potential customers to call ahead fora quoted service delivery time, 
so that the customer can decide whether the quoted lead time fits their need or 
to go elsew he re 

• Guarantee a uniform and short delivery time for its oil-change for all potential 
customers and widely advertise it. 

Today, an increasing number of firms, especially intheservice and make-to-order man
ufacturing sectors, are using the third strategy as a marketing tool to lure potential 
customers to their doors. They guarantee to service "most" orders within a uniform 
delivery time. They will usually work with an internal service level requirement. While 
this strategy may attract many customers, there is a risk that demand exceeds capacity 
to respond. This can lead to direct penalty cost or decrease in repeat business, as illus
trated in the previous chapter. Therefor, an internal mechanism ensuring the promised 
lead times to be feasible and reliable is required. 
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4. 2 Previous research 

\:Vhereas all lines of research pointed out in the previous section are important, this 
thesis focuses on firms who's strategy commits to a "uniform" delivery time guarantee 
for all customers. In the case of a delivery time guarantee, firms advertise a uniform 
delivery time for all customers in which they guarantee to satisfy most orders. They 
typically use a service level constraint or trust region, as explained in Chapter 2. As 
seen, the lengt.h of the delivery time or flow time is often treated as a decision variable. 
In this thesis however, only (quoted) lead time and price affect demand. One could, for 
argument's sake, say that customers suffer from bad memory, and only go by quoted 
lead time and not by reputation or past experience. 

In perhaps the first research paper directly tackling the issue of uniform guaranteed 
delivery times, So and Song [So98] model a firm as a queueing system where the mean 
customer demand has a log-linear relationship with price and delivery time. Their objec
tive is to maximize profit per unit time by suitable selection of their decision variables 
(in their case price, guaranteed delivery time and capacity). They characterized the 
optimal decision, performed analytica! comparative statics and provided useful man
agerial insights on the effect of operating charaderistics on the optimal strategy of a 
firm. Palaka et al. [Pal98] consiclered sirnilar decision variables ( quoted lead time, price 
and capacity), only in a linear demand frarnework. As in this thesis, they also consid
ered work-in-process and penalty cost. In [SoOO], So extended So and Song's work by 
focusing on how firms select the best price and guaranteed delivery time in the pres
enee of c:ompetition and how different firm and market charaderistics affect the optimal 
strategy. Similar research was performed by Rao et al. [RaoOO], who considered a firm 
that optimizes on the delivery time to maximize the average expected profit per period. 

All the above papers assumed demand per unit time to be dependent on price and/or 
lead time. They do however not consider a relationship between price and lead time. 
Ray and Jewkes [Ray04] consider customers who may be willing to pay price premiums 
forshorter delivery times. They extend previous research by explicitly rnadeling such a 
relationship between price and lead time. Besides that they also consider economies of 
scale by rnadeling the unit operating cost as a decreasing function of the mean demand 
rate. Similar to previous research they modeled an operating system for a firm and its 
customers where demand is a nmction of market-price and uniform guaranteed delivery 
time ( or lead time). More specifically, they present an analytica! approach for a firm to 
maximize its profit by optimal selection of a guaranteed delivery time. The aspect of 
lead time dependent market price will be considered later on in this thesis. For now, 
demand will be a function of two independent decision variables. Economies of scale 
will not be considered throughout this report. 
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4.3 Demand functions 

As seen in the previous section, since the late 1980's, a large volume of operations man
agement literature has recognized that customer demand increases with lower delivery 
times as well as with lower prices. Karmarkar [Kar93] pointed out that lead times are 
most probably inversely related to market shares, price premiums (the possibility to 
calculate the highest price in the market) or both. It was noted that shorter delivery 
times can allow a price premium as well. Shipping cost from Amazon.com for instance, 
are more than double when the guaranteed delivery time is around two days, than when 
it is around one week. Recent industry practice also suggests that customers may be 
willing to pay a price premium for shorter delivery times. This potential for larger 
demand and/or a price premium creates an incentive for firms to reduce the length of 
the delivery time and hence the lead time. In order to investigate the relations between 
demand and both price and lead time, a demand function needs to be formulated. 

Analogously to Palaka et al. [Pal98] and Ray and Jewkes [Ray04], the mean demand 
rate is considered to be linearly dependent on price p and quoted lead time tz. The 
delay sensitivity of our customers is modeled by a downward sloping demand in both 
price and lead time. That is, 

.6.(p, tz) = a- b1p- bztz. (4.1) 

Here .6.(p, tz) is the expected demand for the good or service at price pand quoted lead 
time tz. Since demand is downward sloping in both price and lead time, the price and 
lead time sensitivities of the demand rate b1 and bz are restricted to be non-negative. 
The mean demand rate when both price and lead time are zero is denoted by a. A 
higher value of a corresponds toa higher overall potential for demand. Notice that this 
linear demand function, besides being tractable, has several desirabie properties. As 
explained by Palaka et al. [Pal98] the price elasticity of demand, given by, 

-blp 
r;p = -a---b1_P ___ b_zt-z ' (4.2) 

is increasing in both price and lead time. I.e. the percentage change in demand cor
responding to a certain change in price is higher at higher price and lead time levels. 
Derivation of elasticity of demand is omitted by Palaka, therefor in Appendix E it is 
performed for price elasticity. Similarly, the lead time elasticity of demand, 

7]tl = b b , a- 1P- ztz 
(4.3) 

is higher at higher price and lead time levels. Deriving can be done similar to price 
elasticity in Appendix E. These properties are desirabie since, intuitively, customers 
are likely to be more sensitive to long lead times when they are paying more for the 
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goods or service they order. Similarly, they will be more sensitive to high prices when 
they also have to wait longer. Another desirabie property of the linear demand function 
is the separability of price and lead time. This because an underlying premise of time
based competition is that customers often perceive time and money as substitutes, 
which implies that the demand function should be separable in both price and lead 
time. This is in agreement with [Led97] and [Loc91] who consider the full price paid by 
the customcr as being equal to the price charged by the firm plus the waiting cost to 
the customer, where the waiting cost is independent of price charged. 

Some other demand functions 

Most more complex demand functions, like the Cobb-Douglas and exponential demand 
functions do not exhibit these desirabie properties. The Cobb-Douglas demand function 
is derived by maximizing a Cobb-Douglas utility function subject to the consumers 
income. The Cobb-Douglas demand function is of the following multiplicative form, as 
demonstrated by Bernstein et al. [Ber03]: 

(4.4) 

It is mostly used to describe macro-economie phenomena. Here, ex, cy and Cz are the 
parameters of the Cobb-Douglas function. The preferences of customers are always 
hyperbolic, in contrast to the linear demand function. An exponential (or log-linear) 
demand function will have the elasticity of demand being constant over a range of prices. 
The exponential demand function is of the following kind: 

(4.5) 

Here, d1 through d4 are the parameters of the exponential function. Another demand 
function that is often used is the constant elasticity of substitution (CES) demand curve. 
It is a typical representation of consumer behavior, which assumes that consumers make 
proportionate adjustments to price changes, and therefor is closely related to the Cobb
Douglas demand function. 

The linear demand function will however be used in this thesis. It helps give quali
tative insights without much analytica! complexity, while incorporating the mentioned 
desirabie properties to the model. 

4.4 Demand equality 

When a simplistic setting is considered, where demand depends solely on price and there 
are no flow time related cost (e.g. holding cost and penalty cost), it is clear that the 
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optimal value of demand served, J, and price, p, satisfy the relation J = 6.(p). In this 
equation, 6. (p) is the demand generated by price, p. However. when demand depends 
on price as well as quoted lead time, or when holding cast and lateness perralties are 
considered, it is not immediately obvious that a similar relation will hold. When demand 
is a separable function of bath price and lead time, as in the linear demand relation used 
in this thesis, the constraint, J ~ 6.(p, tz) holds as an equality in an optimal solution. 
That is, 

(4.6) 

holds in the optimal solution. This proposition implies that it is sufficient to treat two 
of the three variables, price, p, lead time, tz, and demand, 15, introduced in Chapter 3, as 
decision variables and then determine the other variabie via equality 4.6. Notice again, 
that demand J equals arrival rate ra in a stabie system. A proof of this proposition 
is given by [Pal98]. In short, sirree revenu es are non-decreasing in price p, one could 
increase the price, p*, subject to J < 6.(p*, tz), while holding the demand rate J and 
quoted lead time tz constant, until J = 6.(p, tz). This change will increase revenues, 
without increasing wip cast, direct variabie cast, or lateness penalties. Therefor p* 
cannot be part of an optimal solution. So, for every given lead time and arrival rate, 
optimality is only reached when price is determined by solving equation 4.6. 

Based on this proposition, price can be eliminated from the formulation of the profit 
function, which will then be of the farm of equation 4. 7: 

IJ (J, tz) = ~(a- J- b2tz- b1Ca)- wip cast- penalty cast. (4.7) 

N otice that in transforming equation 3.1 to equation 4. 7 the pricing decision is not 
ignored. It is rather dealt with implicitly, through the arrival ra te ( or throughput) and 
the lead time. The firm first determines the maximum profit, and then determines what 
price-level it needs to set to acquire this profit. 

4. 5 Comparative statics 

When the dependency of demand on price and lead time is incorporated into the opti
mization routine, the file that calculates the various system parameters does not alter 
significantly. In fact, the only changes are that price is no langer required as an in
put design variable. Furthermore, the zero price and lead time demand rate and the 
price and lead time elasticity of demand have to be incorporated. When the results 
of the case with price and lead time independent demand as depicted in figure 3.2 are 
recaptured, it is expected that higher throughput and profit at higher service level is 
no langer self-evident. The optimization problem can be mathematically formulated as 
follows: 
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subject to 

-pro fit, 

5 ::; a - b1p- b2tz 

0 :S; te; < ta; 

1- P(X ~ t1) ~ SL 

p,tz ~ 0 

45 

V i 

Notice that since demand is downward sloping in both price and lead time, the price and 
lead time sensitivities of the demand rate b1 and b2 are restricted to be non-negative. 
The mean demand rate when both price and lead time are zero is denoted by a. A 
higher value of a corresponds to a higher overall potential for demand. It is in reallife 
generally not so that it never exceeds bottle-neck process rate, soit is important to al
ways keep an eye on bottleneck utilization, not allowing it to exceed one. When optimal 
demand, generated by price and lead time, exceeds the maximum allowed throughput, 
this will normally lead to a firm first expanding capacity of the existing machinery and 
consequently expanding the number of machines or flow lines will be considered. Thus 
maximum demand equals 0.26 in a constant capacity environment (where the process 
rate of bottleneck machine 2 equals 0.26) and 0.27 in an environment with allowed ca
pacity expansions of existing machinery ( where the process rate of bottleneck machine 
2 equals 0.27). For now, a is set at 0.39 products per unit time (50% above the raw 
capacity). 

Example 4.1. Consider the following case, where price impacts demand more than 
lead time. Not only is this an acceptable assumption, it is also preferabie to be able to 
perfarm good optimization routines later, since equal impact on demand of price and 
lead time will lead to very large price levels and very low lead times, since price at low 
throughputs impacts profit more than flow time. Therefor their sensitivities b1 and b2 
are now assumed to be 2 · 10-3 and 1 · 10-5 , respectively. 

When the independent demand case of Chapter 3 and the dependent demand of the 
previous sections are compared, the effect of opportunity cost can be shown swiftly. 
For this test, optimal throughput under sufficient demand is determined using the opti
mization routine for the 4 workstation flow-line of example 2.1, with a price of 100 and 
a lead time given by service level requirement of 95%. The Matlab routine described in 
Appendix C is used for this purpose. Then the system shows optimal behavior when 
throughput equals 0.241 and the corresponding quoted lead time equals 167.39. The 
profit belonging to this optimum equals 17.04 (in monetary value per unit time). This 
is also depicted in the first row of table 4.1. 
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Case ó = D.(p, tz)? ó tz p profit opportunity cast 

1 0.241 167.39 100 17.04 
2 + 0.189 167.39 100 14.28 2.76 
3 + 0.165 151.42 111.32 14.67 2.37 

Table 4.1: Example opportunity cost 

The same system (i.e. quoted lead time equals 167.39 and price equals 100) doeshowever 
yield a demand according to equation 4.1. When the parameters, price and lead time, are 
filled in to the equation, this gives a demand of 0.221 units per unit time and when the 
file calculate. m of Appendix C is used in a stand-alone fashion, a corresponding profit 
of 14.28 (again in monetary value per unit time) can be determined. This automatically 
shows the opportunity cost to equal optimal profit (17.04) minus actual profit (14.28), 
or 2. 76 as depicted in the second row oftable 4.1. Notice that, since quoted lead time is 
not derived form the flow time distribution, the service level will be significantly better 
than 95% in this case. 

Optimizing for maximum profit, under price and lead time dependent demand, gives an 
optimum at a throughput of 0.167, which under a 95% service level requirement means 
that lead time equals 151.42 and price is set at 111.32. Then the corresponding profit 
equals 14.67, giving opportunity cost of 2.37. Thus the minimum opportunity cost for 
price and lead time dependent demand, compared to the optimized sufficient demand 
case, occurs when the system under dependent demand is optimized as well. When 
both systems are optimized for maximum profit, the minimum opportunity cost equals 
the value of detracting both optimum profits. Further it is noteworthy that for this 
case optimal throughput lies over 30% under the ideal throughput (i.e. with demand 
independent of price and lead time), and optimal profit lies some 14% under optimal 
pro fit. 

In reallife a firm can influence this behavior. lts demand function can be improved in 
several ways, for instanee by increasing the overall potential for demand a, or by making 
customers' demand less affected by price and lead time ( and thus lowering the factors b1 
and b2). It is noteworthy that the values used in this example are somewhat arbitrary. 
As will be shown further on, impact of especially the demand nmction on profit is 
considerable. Small errors in estimating for instanee price dependency of demand can 
affect profit considerably. 

D 

In the rest of this report, the computation of the latter of the two dependent demand 
cases (case 3) will be followed. That is, for a given service level a profit maximizing 
optimal demand or throughput level is determined, and the pricing decision will be 
performed through relation 4.1 afterwards. This consequently means that the oppor
tunity cost is minimized. In fact, in case the price and lead time dependent demand 
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exceeds "independent" optimal throughput , opportunity cost will be zero. The calcula
tion in the former of two dependent demand cases, was only included for demonstrative 
purposes. 

4 .6 Parameter estimation 

It is important to m1derstand that (mis-)estimating the price and lead time sensitiv
ities can have a great impact on throughput-settings and hence on profit. Given the 
intraetabie nature of the analysis, computational analysis is used to examine this. In 
general, however, the following can be stated concerning parameter estimation: 

• Errors in parameter estimation that lead to higher (lower) than optimal demand 
tend to increase ( decrease) "actual" cost. The effect on profit depends on both 
cost and revenues and can therefor not be commented on in general terms. 

• If the lead time and price sensitivity are grossly under-estimated, the acquired 
price and quoted lead time are large enough to drive actual demand and hence 
profit to zero. 

• Under-estimating the lead time or price sensitivity of demand leads to lower actual 
revenues and cost. Similarly, over-estimating lead time or price sensitivity leads 
to higher actual revenues and cost. What the impact on profit is again depends 
on the different parameters of the profit function, and can not be commented on 
in general terms. 

The statements above will be demonstrated in this section. 

To illustrate the effect that price and lead time sensitivity have on throughput settings, 
and hence profit, optimization was performed for a wide range of elasticities. This is 
illustrated in figure 4.1, where in a 3d-surface chart , throughput is shown as a function 
of both price and lead time parameters b1 and b2. For this case, service level has been 
set at 95 percent reliability. Different cost are as depicted earlier in this thesis. 

This figure illustrates how optimal demand fiuctuates when demand is linearly depen
dent on both price and lead time. It is shown that the optimal throughput changes (al
most) proportionally with a change in price dependency. This is in contrast to changes 
in lead time dependency, when optimal demand does not change proportionally. This 
is obviously due to the non-linearity of throughput and flow time (and hence lead time) 
in the optimization function . Notice that the feasible area in the price and lead time 
dependency surface is limited by the demand function. 

The same is also illustrated in figure 4.2(a) and (b). 

Notice again that the feasible area is limited by the demand function. Below an optimal 
demand of approximately 0.067 the optimization function will not be able to generate 
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Figure 4.2: Optimal demand 

profit and the optimization will start minimizing losses. This is clone by setting through
put levels near zero, which clearly shows from both figure 4.1 and figure 4.2. 

The statements earlier in this section can be visualized by consiclering a random point 
in figure 4.1. When this point is considered, an over-estimated lead time dependency 
means that the "actual" optimum willlie at a lower lead time dependency. This means 
that in the graph, the real optimum willlie at a lower value on the lead time dependency 
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axis. Thus , "actual" demand is higher than miss-estimated demand and therefor bath 
cast and revenues will also be higher. As stated , this does nat allow for conclusions in 
general on profit , since this depends on bath revenues and cast, which bath increase. 
However , when model parameters like the different cast parameters are all known, for 
any individual case, conclusions can be drawn of profit . This is illustrated in figure 4.3, 
where, for the parameters described earlier in this thesis, profit is shown for the feasible 
area of price and lead time dependencies. 
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Figure 4.3: Profit as a function of lead time and price sensitivity 

Here the impact of larger price than lead time dependency shows farm the slope of 
the figure at constant price and lead time dependencies. If price dependency were 
smaller, for instanee 1 · 10- 5 or equal to lead time dependency, then the slope of the 
figure at constant lead time dependency would be smaller. Similarly a larger lead time 
dependency, for instanee 2 · 10-3 or equal to price dependency, would at constant price 
dependency increase the slope of the figure. 

A firm's optimal profit level can be improved in several ways, for instanee by increasing 
the overall potential for demand a, or by making customers' demand less affected by 
price and lead time (and thus lowering the factors b1 and b2 , like is shown from fig
ure 4.3) . The actuallowering of these factors are however marketing related issues that 
fall outside the scope of this research. 
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4.7 Summary 

When camparing optimizing profit for independent demand (Chapter 3) and price and 
lead time dependent demand (Chapter 4 it becomes obvious that, wether opportunity 
cost occur, depends on both the demand function and the different cost parameters. 
When, for instance, demand is only slightly dependent on price and lead time, but 
flow time related cost (holding cost and penalty cost) are relatively high, the demand 
generated by price and lead time will in general be the optimal demand. When however 
demand is strongly dependent on price and lead time, but there are hardly any cost, 
the optimal demand as function of price and lead time will generally lie at values below 
optimal demand when it is not dependent on ( the same) price and service level. This 
was demonstrated in example 4.1. 

A firm's optimal profit level can be improved in several ways, for instanee by increasing 
the overall potential for demand a, or by making customers' demand less affected by 
price and lead time. 



Chapter 5 

Conclusions 

In this thesis, a framework is presented for determining optimal throughputs for a firm 
operating in an environment where customers are delay and price sensitive. The firm 
pays lateness penalties and incurs holding costs. Fora market represented by a demand 
function as well as price and lead time independent demand, the impact of changing 
parameter values (unit holding cost, price and lead time sensitivity of demand, service 
level, unit direct cost, etc.) on the optimal throughput of a firm, has been investigated. 
For this purpose a model has been proposed that makes use of an approximation of 
the G j G /1 queueing model. It considers both general demand or arrival processes and 
process time distributions. The firm is optimized for maximum profit. lts profit fundion 
depiets a trade-off between key performance measures flow time and throughput in a 
financia.l ma1mer. 

For the optimization a routine is created in Matlab, using the optimization tooibox and 
fmincon.m, which finds a minimum of a constrained non-linear multi-variabie function. 
Numerical experiments are performed to establish correctnessof the approximated flow 
time for the firm's operations. For this purpose simulations are performed in the sim
ulation language x, which is based on discrete-cvent simulations and is developed for 
simulation and control purposes of manufacturing systems. 

The firm eau invest in inereasing capa.city to guarantee a shorter delivery time but 
must be able to satisfy a pre-specified service level for the quoted lead time. The cost 
of improving capacity are directly related to the process, and the way the process is 
performed. Cost functions for expansion of capacity are introduced and embedded in the 
optimization routine. Customer demand is consequently modeled as a linear function 
of both price and lead time. \Vether customers are price sensitive or lead time sensitive 
is captured in the demand function. 

Examples are provided where insights are consistent with actual practical situations. 
Customer characteristics based on the simultaneons dependenee of demand on price and 
lead time are extremely important for the firm. Relatively small errors in estimation 
of dependency tend to effect optimal throughput levels considerably and especially at 
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high utilizations this can affect profit considerably. Furthermore, the relation between 
demand and both price and lead time can lead to opportunity cost, when profit under 
independent demand exceeds dependent demand. A finn's demand function can be 
improved in several ways, for instanee by increasing the overall potential for demand a, 
or by making customers' demand less affected by price and lead time ( and thus lowering 
the factors b1 and b2). These are however marketing related issues that fall outside the 
scope of this research. 



Chapter 6 

Recommendations 

Although the results of this research are quite satisfactory, the study is not yet complete. 
In the course of this research project, several ideas for further research have come up. 
These are presented as recommendations in this chapter. 

Practical validation 

The profit functions generatcd in this research project should be tested on a practical 
case problem from industry. First and foremost because realistic cost parameters (both 
for direct, holding and penalty cost, as for cost due to capacity changing) are required 
for solving an actual optimization problem. More insight eau be gained in realistic 
elements of manufacturing. In case a firm operates under price and lead time dependent 
market demand conditions, these should also be implemented. It will in generalbe very 
difficult to distinguish between price and lead time dependency of demand in numeric 
values. But even if a firm operates under more or less fixed demand or has fixed 
delivery contracts, realistic cost parameters are needed to build the bridge from theory 
to practice. 

Cost functions 

In addition to the previous section, cost functions for the improverneut of the effective 
process time, and its squared coefficient of variation should be obtained from practice. 
As no real cost functions are known, the outcome of the optimization problems is a 
teehuical optimum and does not have to he a financial optimum. Since cost functions 
are known for throughput and flow time, the optimization problem then consists of 
functions all having the same dimensions. Having realistic cost functions for improving 
capacity willlead to a more transparent optimization problem, and sealing between the 
(financial) performance and the costs fundions becomes more transparent. 
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Non-linear demand functions 

Up to now, demand is assumed to be linearly dependent on price and lead time. In real 
life, price and lead time are often not independent. It would be desirable to implcment 
the dependency of price on lead time into the demand function. A first step into this 
direction has been taken by Ray and Jewkes [Ray04]. Though this explicit dependency 
of price on quoted lead time reduces the number of decision variables, it captures a 
relationship that exists in practice and not incorporating it can lead to decision errors. 
This impact on profit has to be explored. 

Different penalty conditions 

In this thesis, penalties reflect direct compensation paid to customers for not meeting 
the lead time as wellas the cost of expediting orders to meet the due dates. The lateness 
penalty is assumed proportional to the amount of lateness and the penalty per job per 
unit time is constant. A firm will not be rewarded for early delivery. Nor will it be 
penalized for early delivery, a situation that also occurs evermore in modern day justin 
time environments. This simplification allows for relatively easy optimization problems. 

In real life, firm.s often pay penalties under different conditions. It is common practice 
that a firm is penalized when for instanee more than a pre-defined percentage of jobs is 
late per month. Then penalty does no longer depend on individual jobs being late. Also, 
early delivery is often penalized in modern day just in time environments. Then, holding 
cost for one firm equal another's penalty cost. When looking at realistic situations, 
correct penalty conditions should be implementeel into the routines. 

High utilization, high variability systems 

A firm's operations are in this thesis examined using an example of a four workstation 
flow line. In general it ïs always possible to approximate effective process time for an 
entire system. When, as in this thesis, effective process times of individual workstations 
are kl1own an approximation can be made for the flow time of the entire system. It is 
expected that for high utilizations (::::: 1) and/ or highly variable process times or arrival 
time, the approximation might loose its applicability. This needs to be tested. 

A solution to this problem might be to implement "acquiring effective process time 
distributions from simulation" into each step of the optimization routine. Unfortunately 
this will increase the difficulty of the optimization problem considerably, leading to very 
high run-times. Every iteration step that results in different arrival or process time 
distributions will require a new simulation and consequent determination of the flow 
time distribution. 
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Appendix A 

Simulation 

A.l Introduetion 

When a simulation of a stochastic model is reproduced under the same conditions, 
generally different results are obtained. These differences are caused by the present 
variability. Therefor, it is impossible to draw conclusions on just one simulation. 

Furthermore, the results of one simulation run are not independent, which means that 
formulas from classica! statistics can not be used directly, since classica! statistics is 
based on independent variables. Two random variables are said to be independent if 
the value of X has no influence on the value of Y and vice versa. In the used simulations 
the variables are not independent, as can be demonstrated if X is flow time of a part 
and Y is the flow time of the next part in a buffered production line. If the first part 
incurs a large delay and thus a large flow time the probability that the next part has a 
large flow time increases. In other words the value of X influences the vaJue of Y. To 
solve the two problems mentioned above the following technique is used, as described 
by Montgomery and Runger [Mon99]. 

Let Y1, Y2, ... , Ym be random variables resulting from a simulation with a run length 
of m observations and let yu, Y12, ... , Ylm be the numerical valnes of these variables 
obtained from a simulation. When this simulation is reproduced, independently from 
the previous one but under the same conditions, other numerical valnes Y21, Y22, ... , Ym 

are obtained for the variables Y1, Y2, ... , Ym. Now suppose that this is done n times, 
resulting in the following results: 

... ' ... ' Ylm 

... ' ... ' 

... ' ... ' Ynm 
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The observations in one row arenotindependent from each other, but the observations 
Yii, Y2i, ... , Yni in one column are and are independent observations for the variabie Jli. 
This property is called independency across runs and allows classica! statistics to be 
applied. 

A.2 Replication/Deletion approach for means 

There are several ways to estimate the steady-state mean f1 of a process with output 
Y1, Y2, .... The technique used in this report is the replication/deletion approach for 
means. This is a straightforward and simple approach. 

Let Xj be the sample mean of the observation in a single simulation run. To assure accu
rate results, only steady-state results are evaluated, as is demonstrated in Appendix B. 

m 

2:: }ji 
x. - i=l+l \:;/ . 1 2 

1 - 1n - l J = ' ' · · · ' n. (A.1) 

The Xj 's are independent random variables with E(Xj) ;::::; p, because of the indepen
dency across runs and the deletion of the transient phase. If the number of independent 
runs n is large, the sampling distri bution of the sample mean X ( n) will be approx
imately normal with a mean J.l and varianee a 2 . This theorem is called the Central 
Limit Theorem. 

The Central Limit Theorem [Mon99] states that if X1, X2, ... , Xn is a random sample 
of size n taken from a population wi th mean JL and fini te varianee a 2

, and if X ( n) is 
the sample mean, then the limiting form of the distribution of 

Z = X(n) -11, 
ajy'ri ' 

as n ----. oo, is the standard normal distribution. 

(A.2) 

In many cases of practical interest, if n 2': 30, the normal approximation will be satis
factory regardless of the shape of the population. However since the varianee a 2 of the 
approximated normal distribution is unknown, equation A.2 can not be used. When a 2 

is unknown, a logical procedure is to replace a with the sample varianee S(n). 

Now let X 1,X2 , ... ,Xn be a random sample from a normal distribution with unknown 
mean p and unknown varianee a 2 . The quantity 

X(n)- p 
T = __,..-,'---:-'---,----:'= 

S(n)/y'ri 
(A.3) 

has a student-t distribution with n- 1 degrees of freedom. 
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The above equation applies for populations with a normal distribution. The distribution 
of Xj is unknown, but the distribution of the sample mean X(n) is approximately 
normal if n is large. Therefore, the sample mean X(n) is an approximately unbiased 
point estimator for p and an approximate 100(1- a) confidence interval for p is given 
by [Mon99]: 

- S(n) - S(n) 
X(n)- ta/2,n-1 Vn ::; f.l::; X(n) + taj2,n-1 Vn · (A.4) 

A.3 Number of replications 

As can been seen from equation A.4, the size of the confidence interval depends on 
the number of replications n. At least 30 replications are needed to approximate the 
sampling distribution of the sampling mean as normaL When 30 replications are per
formed, this can result in a large confidence interval, thus in a large error of X ( n). To 
decrease the error, the number of replications needs to be increased. In the following 
section a procedure todetermine the number of replications required to reach a certain 
maximum error is introduced. 

The relative error of a sample is the ratio between the error IX(n)- PI and the mean, 
and it is defined by Law and Kelton [LawOOJ: 

IX(n) -JLI 
~~-----' - p, . (A.5) 

However, the mean fl is unknown and therefor the relative error can not be computed 
directly. Suppose n replications are performed until the following is true: 

Then: 

v( ) S(n) 
j\_ n + io:/2,n-1 Vn 
---------==--------'----- < ~· 

IX(n)l - r· 

1 _ a;::::; P( IX(n)- fJ-1 < halflength) 
IX(n)l - IX(n)l ' 

(A.6) 

(A.7) 

in which halfiength equals half the size of the confidence interval X(n) + ta;2,n-l S$t). 

It now can be shown that: 

1 _a;::::; P( IX(n)- PI < halfiength) < P( IX(n)- fll < 1 
IX(n)l - IX(n)l - IPI (1- 'Y) ). 

(A.8) 
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So, if the relative error is estimated by (A.6), then X(n) has a relative error of at most 
1 I (1- ~~) with a probability of approximately 1- a. In other words, if 100 independent 
95 percent confidence intervals are constructed, it is expected that X(n) has a relative 
error of at most 1 I (1 - 1) in about 95 of 100 cases. In a bout 5 of 100 cases the relative 
error is greater than 1 I ( 1 - 1). The relative error is larger than 1, because the sample 
mean JL is estimated by X ( n). A sequentia! procedure for obtaining an estimate of JL 
with a prcdefined relative error that only takes as many replications as needed is as 
follows: 

1. Make no replications (in this case n 0 = 30). 

2. Compute X(n) and the halfiength of the confidence interval where nis equal to 
no and 100(1- a) is the confidence level. 

3. If hÎ~(~Wh :<::: ~f stop and use X(n) as point estimate for JL. If hÎ~(~~h > ~~ then 

make a new simulation, replace n with n + 1 and start again at step 2. 

Thus at least no replications are performeel to approximate the sample mean with a 
normal distribution. If the computed approximated relative error is larger than de
sired then additional replications are made until the desired relative precision is met. 
The proeed ure descri bed in the above sections is performeel using Python file run. py, 
depicted in Appendix B. 
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Simulation souree code 

In this appendix the souree code of the simulation models used in this report is pre
sented. The simulation models are written in the guarded cammand language x [Roo03]. 
The simulation language x is based on discrete-event simulations and is developed for 
simulation and control purposes of manufacturing systems. 

x-files 

Generator 

In this section generator G is described. This generator produces and sends lots with 
inter-arrival time ta. The inter-arrival times between lots can be described by an expo
nential distribution. The x code for the generator with variability is shown below. 

from std import * 
from random import * 

type lot = nat # real 

proc G(a: !lot, ta: real) 
I [ i: nat,r:real,t:->real 
I i:= 0; r:=ta ; t:=exponential(r) 

*[true 

J I 

-> a!<i,time> 
delta sample t 
i:=i+1 

Buffer 

//initialize distribution 

/1 wait inter-arrival time 
11 update counter 

Buffer B used in the models is an infinite buffer. This means the buffer can always 
accept new lots from the generator. The buffer sends the lots to the upstream machine, 
only when this machine can accept a new lot. \Vhen sending lots the buffer regards 
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the first-in-first-out (FIFO) dispatching rule. In this section the x code for the buffer 
is shown. 

type lot = nat # real 

pree B(a:?lot, b:!lot)= 
I [x:lot, xs:lot* 
I xs := [] 

Jl 

*[true; a?x 
-> xs: =xs++ [x] 

llen(xs)>O; b!hd(xs) -> xs:=tl(xs) 
] 

Single Lot Machine 

11 receive lot 
11 place lot at end of queue 
/1 send lot, if present 

The x code for the machines in the workstation are described below. Machines proces 
lots whenever there is capacity and the buffer downstream ha..<> a lot available. Processing 
times can be described according to a gamma distribution. 

type lot = nat # real 

pree M(a: ?lot, b: !lot, tO, cO: real) 
I [ x: lot, p,q: real, d:->real 
I p:=l/cO; q:=(cO*tO); d:=gamma(p,q) 

*[true 

] I 

-> a?x 
delta sample d 
b!x 

Exit process 

1/ deelare variables 
/1 calculate distribution parameters 

/1 try te receive a lot 
/1 process lot during distributed time 
11 try te send lot te next system 

The exit process is given in this section, tagether with the system specification. Here 
probability a job is late and average lateness (given that a job is late) are calculated, 
as well as mean values of throughput and flow time. The first 100.000 lots are not 
considered to assure only steady-state behavior is evaluated. 

The run length is notbasedon a certain criterion, however there is a trade-off between 
the run length and the number of replications. The number of replications needed to 
reach a certain relative error decreases when the simulation length increases. 

pree E(a:?lot)= 
I [fi, y, tl:real, x:lot, i, q, z:nat 
lfi:=O.O; tl:=50.0; i:=O; q:=O; z:=O; y:=O.O 

*[i<200000 -> a?x; i:=i+l 
fi:=((i-1)/i)*fi + (time-x.l)/i 
[i<=lOOOOO -> 

skip 
li>lOOOOO and (time-x.l)>(tl) -> 

y:=((time-x.1)-(tl))+y; z:=z+l; q:=q+l 

/1 receive lot, update counter 
// calculate average flow time 
/1 skip first jobs until steady state reached 

/1 if a job is late, calculate P and E 
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li>100000 and (time-x.1)<=(tl) -> 
q:=q+1 

!"Expected lateness:", y/z, "\n" 
!"Probability a job is late:",(z/q),"\n" 
! "Mean throughput: ", i/time, "\n" 
! 11 Meanflowtime: ", fi, 11 \n" 

clus S(ta:real) = 
I [ a,b,c,d,e,f,g,h,i: -lot 
I G(a, ta) 
11 B(a,b) IIM(b,c,3.0,1.0) 
I I B(c,d) I IM(d,e,3.8,1.0) 
11 B(e,f) IIM(f ,g,2. 75,3.14) 
I I B(g,h) I IM(h,i,2.66,0.1) 
11 E(i) 

J I 

xper(ta:real) I [ SC ta) J I 

Python files 
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11 if a job is not late, skip 
// (q excludes non steady-state lots) 

I/ ere a te system 
I/ create channels 
I/ ere a te generator 
I/ create buffer and machine W1 
I/ create buffer and machine W2 
I/ create buffer and machine W3 
I/ create buffer and machine W4 
I/ create exit process 

In this research x 0.8 is also used in combination with Python files [Hofül]. The Python 
file run.py, depicted below, facilitates the execution of multiple simulations until the 
relative error of the estimated average is 0.05/(1-0.05) with a probability of approxi
mately 95 percent. 

Run.py 

# !/usr/bin/python 
# Creation date: 12-03-2005 
# G.Miser\'{e} 

# load the different modules 

import sys,os,string,math 

# The definition Readfile reads the file from the Chi simulation, which is a string. 
# In this file are the different variables that the Chi files give at the Exit Process. 
# In this case that can be the lateness, probability a job is late, mean throughput, 
# mean flow time, wip etc. This is transferred to a single line, e.g. 1 4 2 
# Numlist consequently puts the data into a string: ['1', '4', '2'] 
# And then transfers it to real numbers: [1.0, 4.0, 2.0] 

# Values of the student-t distribution for n>= 30, 0.05/2=0.025 

tvalue=[2.042, 2.040, 2.037, 2.035, 2.032, 2.030, 2.028, 2.026, 2.024, 2.023, 
2.021, 2.020, 2.018, 2.017, 2.015, 2.014, 2.013, 2.012, 2.011, 2.010, 
2.009, 2.008, 2.007, 2.006, 2.005, 2.004, 2.003, 2.002, 2.002, 2.001, 
2.000, 2.000, 1. 999, 1.998, 1.998, 1.997. 1.997, 1.996, 1. 995. 1. 995. 
1. 994, 1.994, 1.993, 1.993, 1.993, 1.992, 1.992, 1. 991, 1. 991, 1. 990, 
1. 990, 1. 990, 1.989, 1.989, 1.989, 1.988, 1.988, 1.988, 1. 987. 1. 987. 
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1.987, 1.986, 1.986, 1.986, 1.986, 1.985, 1.985, 1.985, 1.984, 1.984] 

#strip( s[, chars]): return a copy of the string with leading and trailing characters removed. 

def Readfile(fname): 
fp=open(fname,'r') 
line=string.strip(fp.readlines()[-1]) 
fp.close 

x=[] 

numlist=string.split(line,'\t') 
for i in numlist: 

x.append(float(i)) 
return x 

# Main program 

#--------------------------------------------------------------------------
# The cernmand line and its arguments are evaluated. The arguments are saved in paramstr. 
# Create an empty variable and add all arguments to paramstr. 

paramstr=' ' 
for i in range(len(sys.argv[1:])): 

paramstr=paramstr+' '+repr(sys.argv[i+1]) 

# Add Chi-file name to parmastr. and save to data 

paramstr='./fname' +paramstr+ ' >>data' 

# Check if file data allready exists, if so remove it .. isfile returns True if path is an 
# existing regular file. This fellows symbolic links, so both islink() and isfile() can 
# be true for the same path .. unlink removes the file path. 

if os.path.isfile('data'): 
os. unlink ('data') 

#---------------------------------------------------------------------------
n=O 
while 1: 

os.system('%s' % paramstr) 
n=n+1 
print n 
lastx= [] 
lastline=Readfile('data') 
for i in range(len(lastline)): 

lastx.append(lastline[i]) 

# Run Chi-file 

# xm is for instanee the mean of the flow time of lot i over different simulations. 
# xv then is the varianee of the flow time of lot i over different simulations 
# Reference: Process Time Variability and Distributions - Internal Report SE 
# L.F.P (Pascal) Etman and J.E. (Koos) Rooda - http://se.wtb.tue.nl 

if n==1: 
xm=[] 
xv= [] 
conf= [] 
c=[] 
for i in range(len(lastx)): 



else: 

xm.append(lastx[i]) 
xv.append(O) 
conf.append(O) 
c.append(O) 

for i in range(len(lastx)): 
xv[i]=(n-2)*xv[i]/(n-1)+(lastx[i]-xm[i])*(lastx[i]-xm[i])/n 
xm [i]=( (n-1) *xm [i] +lastx [i]) /n 

# Run at least 30 times, then check if satisfactory 

if n>29: 
for i in range(len(lastx)): 

conf[i]=math.sqrt(xv[i])*tvalue[n-30]/math.sqrt(n) 
c[i]=conf[i]/xm[i] 

maxconf= max(c) 

# Check if xm has a relative error of at most 0.05 

if maxconf<O. 05: 
xm_output='' 
xv_output='' 

# And stop 

for i in range(len(xm)): 
xm_output = xm_output+str(xm[i])+'\t' 
xv_output = xv_output+str(xv[i])+'\t' 

print 'xm: \n' 
print xm_output 
print 'xv: \n' 
print xv_output 
break 
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Appendix C 

Matlab m-files 

In this appendix the Matlab files used for the optimization problem of Chapter 3 are 
given. Consequently, the Matlab file (.m files) used to determine the accuracy of the 
flow time distribution data, as performed in appendix D are presented. 

Calulate.m 

The file calculate. m is used for the model analysis. 

function [delta, phi, u, pl, TCte, TCce, casq] = ..• 

calculate(ta, te, cesq, tO, cOsq, casq, eps, teini, cesqini, gammas) 

% G.Misere 29-11-2004 
% Design model four station production flow line 

ï. Input parameters: 
% te : [1x4] row of the mean effective process time at vorkstation i 
% cesq : [1x4] row of the SCV of the effective process time at vorkstation i 
% tO : [1x4] row of the natural process time at vorkstation i 
% cOsq : [1x4] row of the SCV of the natural process time at vorkstation i 
% ta : [1x1] scalar of the mean interarrival time at the beginning of the flow line 
% casq : [1x1] scalar of the squared arrival coefficient of variatien 
% eps : [1x1] scalar for offset 
% gamma: [1x4] row of the sealing parameters for eest function of vorkstation i 
% price: [1x1] scalar of the price per product 
% costs: [1x3] row of the direct variable, holding and penalty costs 
% setpoint: [1x1] scalar of the quoted lead-time 

ï. Output parameters: 
% delta : [1x1] scalar of the mean throughput 
% phi : [1x4] row the mean flow time of vorkstation i 
% profit: [1x1] scalar of the profit function 
% u : [1x4] row of the utilisation of werkstation i 
% TCte [1x1] scalar of the cast function for effective process time 
% TCce : [1x1] scalar of the eest function for SCV of effective process time 

ï. Fit a distribution on the multiple werkstation flowline's cycle(or 
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% flow) time. Calculate via Khinchin-Pollaczek and the fact that cycle time 
% is related to the general distributed processing time's and multiplicative 
% constants through K-P formula and general distributed flow time's squared 
% coefficient of variatien through the squared multiplicative constants. 

% Throughput 
del ta=1/ta; 
% Utilisations 
u= te./ta; 
% Flow time first werkstation 
phi(1)= (casq(1)+cesq(1))/2 * u(1)/(1-u(1))*te(1)+te(1); 
% Squared departure coefficient of variatien of first werkstation 
cdsq(1) = u(1)-2*cesq(1) + (1-u(1)-2)*casq(1); 
% Contributionfactor of first werkstation 
sigma(1) = (1/(1-u(1)))-2*(phi(1)-2); 
% Squared arrival coefficient of variatien of secend werkstation 
casq(2) = cdsq(1); 
% Flow time secend werkstation 
phi(2)= (casq(2)+cesq(2))/2 * u(2)/(1-u(2))*te(2)+te(2); 
% Squared departure coefficient of variatien of secend werkstation 
cdsq(2) = u(2)-2*cesq(2) + (1-u(2)-2)*casq(2); 
% Contributionfactor of secend werkstation 
sigma(2) = (1/(1-u(2)))-2*(phi(2)-2); 
% Squared arrival coefficient of variatien of third werkstation 
casq(3) = cdsq(2); 
% Flow time third werkstation 
phi(3)= (casq(3)+cesq(3))/2 * u(3)/(1-u(3))*te(3)+te(3); 
% Squared departure coefficient of variatien of third werkstation 
cdsq(3) = u(3)-2*cesq(3) + (1-u(3)-2)*casq(3); 
% Contributionfactor of third werkstation 
sigma(3) = (1/(1-u(3)))-2*(phi(3)-2); 
% Squared arrival coefficient of variatien of fourth werkstation 
casq(4) = cdsq(3); 
% Flow time fourth werkstation 
phi(4)= (casq(4)+cesq(4))/2 * u(4)/(1-u(4))*te(4)+te(4); 
% Squared departure coefficient of variatien of third werkstation 
cdsq(4) = u(4)-2*cesq(4) + (1-u(4)-2)*casq(4); 
% Contributionfactor of first werkstation 
sigma(4) = (1/(1-u(4)))-2*(phi(4)-2); 

% -------------------------Covariance Calculation using Matlab for vector's 
% containing samples of the distribution - after stand-alene testing only 
% station 1 and 2 appear to have distributions that are similar enough to 
% let covariance become a factor. Covariance determination between ether 
% returns very small numbers or even NaN and are not used in the final 
% model calculate.m--------------

% Define the parameters of the (inversed) gamma distribution E and F of 
% distribution 1 
E (phi(1)-2)/sigma(1); 
F = phi(1)/sigma(1); 

% Define upper and lower bounds for the comparisson of the distributions 
% npoints1 = 100; 
parameter1 = 4; 
means1 = E/F; % expected value of the distribution 
sigma1 = sqrt(E/(F-2)); % standard deviation of distribution 
low1 = 0; 
high1 = means1 + parameter1* sigma1; 
interval1 = (high1 - low1) I npoints1; 



% Define random variable x 
v1=low1:interval1:high1; 
fv1 = (F'E * v1.'(E-1) ·* exp(-F ·* v1) I gamma(E)); 

% Define the parameters of the (inversed) gamma distribution G and H of 
% distribution 2 
G = (phi(2)'2)lsigma(2); 
H = phi(2)lsigma(2); 
% Define vector v2 for cov determination 
fv2 = H'G * v1.'(G-1) ·* exp(-H ·* v1) I gamma(G); 

% The covariations between the pdf of subsequent processes equals circa 
comatrix1=cov(fv1,fv2); 
% comatrix2=cov(fv1,fv3); 
% comatrix3=cov(fv1,fv4); 
% comatrix4=cov(fv2,fv3); 
% comatrix5=cov(fv2,fv4); 
% comatrix6=cov(fv3,fv4); 

% The contribution of covariation to squared coefficient of variation of 
% the combined flowtime then becomes: 
correlation=2*(sigma(1)*sigma(2))*comatrix1(1,2); 
% correlation=2*(sigma(1)*sigma(3))*comatrix2(1,2); 
% correlation=2*(sigma(1)*sigma(4))*comatrix3(1,2); 
% correlation=2*(sigma(2)*sigma(3))*comatrix4(1,2); 
% correlation=2*(sigma(2)*sigma(4))*comatrix5(1,2); 
% correlation=2*(sigma(3)*sigma(4))*comatrix6(1,2); 

cov=sum(correlation) 

% -----------------------------------------------------------------------

% Mean cycle time and it's standard deviation 

tf=sum(phi); 
sigmasq=sum(sigma)+cov 

% First calculate the penalty costs for lateness 
% Define the parameters of the (inversed) gamma distribution C and D 
C = (tf'2)lsigmasq; 
D = tflsigmasq; 
% Define upper and lower bounds for the plot 
npoints = 100; 
parameter = 4; 
means = CID; % expected value of the distribution 
sigma= sqrt(CI(D'2)); % standard deviation of distribution 
low = 0; 
high = means + parameter* sigma; 
interval = (high- low) I npoints; 
% Define random variable x 
w=low:interval:high; 

% Initiate variables 
syms r; 
syms q; 
syms xxt; 
setpoint=tf; 
costs=[20 0.1 1]; 
price=100; 
xt=setpoint; 
% Define the function of the random variable x (or r) gamma PDF function. 
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fw =o-e* w.-(C-1) ·* exp(-0 ·* w) I gamma(C); 
fr =o-e* r.-(C-1) ·* exp(-0 ·* r) I gamma(C); 

Appendix C. Matlab m-files 

% Plot the random variable x versus the POF function (not used in the 
% optimization) 
plot(w,fw) 
xlabel('flow time') 
ylabel('f(w)') 
grid 

% The (complete) gamma function y=gamma(a) integrates (q-(e-1)*exp(-q)) for 
% q from 0 to infinity. For other general distributions other POF's should 
% be used. 
y=q-(e-1)*exp(-q); 
z=double(int(y,q,O,inf)); 
% The probability that a job is late equals F((xtlb);a), which is a 
% cumulative distribution function. F(xtlb,a), the normalised form 
% integrates the incomplete gamma function (q-(A-1)*exp(-q))divided by 
% the complete gamma function for q from setpointlb (in the inversed gamma 
% this becomes xt*B) to infinity. 
prob=double(int((ylz),q,xt*O,inf)) 
% The expected lateness of a job that is late 
% E(S-di(S-d)>O): from x=d to x=inf integrate ((x-xt)*f(x))dx from xt to 
% infinity and divide the outcome by the probability a job is late. 
expected=((double(int(((r)*fr),r,(xt),inf)))-(double(int(((xt)*fr),r,(xt),inf))))lprob 
penaltycosts=costs(3)*delta*prob*expected; 

% Second calculate the congestioncosts (WIP-holding) 
holdingcosts=costs(2)*delta*sum(phi); 

% Third calculate the expected annual revenue contribution of production. 
% (net of direct costs) 
revenue=delta*(price-costs(1)); 

% Total annual profit contribution of this line can be expressed as: 
pl=revenue-holdingcosts-penaltycosts; 

% Impravement costs functions. Improving system parameters requires costs 
% to be made. These are chosen as follows: 
ete(1)=gammas(1)*(te(1).1(te(1)-t0(1))-teini(1).1(teini(1)-t0(1))); 
% Cost function first workstation scv process time 
Cce(1)=gammas(1)*(cesq(1).1(cesq(1)-c0sq(1))-cesqini(1).1(cesqini(1)-c0sq(1))); 
% Cost function second workstation process time 
Cte(2)=gammas(2)*(te(2).1(te(2)-t0(2))-teini(2).1(teini(2)-t0(2))); 
% Cost function second workstation scv process time 
Cce(2)=gammas(2)*(cesq(2).1(cesq(2)-c0sq(2))-cesqini(2).1(cesqini(2)-c0sq(2))); 
% Cost function third workstation process time 
Cte(3)=gammas(3)*(te(3).1(te(3)-t0(3))-teini(3).1(teini(3)-t0(3))); 
% Cost function third workstation scv process time 
Cce(3)=gammas(3)*(cesq(3).1(cesq(3)-c0sq(3))-cesqini(3).1(cesqini(3)-c0sq(3))); 
% Cost function fourth workstation process time 
Cte(4)=gammas(4)*(te(4).1(te(4)-t0(4))-teini(4).1(teini(4)-t0(4))); 
% Cost function fourth workstation scv process time 
Cce(4)=gammas(4)*(cesq(4).1(cesq(4)-c0sq(4))-cesqini(4).1(cesqini(4)-c0sq(4))); 
% Total cost function effective process times 
TCte=sum(ete); 
% Total cost function scv effective process times 
TCce=sum(Cce); 
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Optimize.m 

The file optimize.m is used to initiate the optimization routine. It uses objfun.m, 
calculate. m and the standard Matlab routine fmincon. m. 

% Four station production flow line 
% Matlab 6.5 
% Creation date: 12-10-2004 
% G.Misere 
% Initialization 
clear all;close all 
% Constant parameter values 
casq = 1.0; % value casq 
tO = [2.0 3.7 2.5 0.5]; % values tO 
cOsq = [0.2 0.1 0.1 0.05]; % values cOsq 
eps = 1e-12; % offset 
teini = [3.0 3.8 2.75 2.66]; % initial values te 
cesqini = [1.0 1.0 3.14 0.1]; % initial values cesq 
gammas = [1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0]; %sealing parameters 
ta= [5]; 
% Assignment to parameter vector 
par= [tO cOsq casq eps teini cesqini gammas]; 
% Linear eenstraint matrices 
A=[-1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; 

-1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
-1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0; 
-1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0]; 

B=[-eps;-eps;-eps;-eps]; 
% Minimization of the constrained problem 
options = optimset('TolFun' ,1e-15,'TolCon',1e-12,'TolX',1e-12,'MaxFunEvals',1e10,'Display','Iter','Maxiter',200) 
xO = [ta teini cesqini]; % initial design 
[x,fval,exitflag,output]= ... 
fmincon('objective',xO,A,B,[], [],[4 tO+eps cOsq+eps], [inf teini cesqini],[] ,options,par); 
ta=x(1); 
te=teini; 
cesq=cesqini; 
[delta, phi, u, pl, TCte, TCce, casq] 
% Final output to screen: 
throughput=delta; 
flowtime=sum(phi); 
profit= pl; 
% Output to file optvar: 
save optvar x profit throughput 

Objective.m 

calculate(ta, te, cesq, tO, cOsq, casq, eps, teini, cesqini, gammas); 

The file objective.m contains the objective function of the optimization problem. 

tunetion f = objective(x,par) 
% Function 'objfun' evaluates the objective tunetion of the 
% optimization problem defined by: 
% Min. f = -pl+sum(Cte)+sum(Cce) 
% s.t. g1= ui <= 1 
% g2 = tOi <= tei 
% g3 = cOi <= cei 
% Input: 
% te : [1x4] row of the mean effective process time at werkstation i 
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% cesq : [1x4] row of the squared coefficient of variation of the 
% effective process time at workstation i 
% par : [1x11] row of the model parameters 
% Output: 
% f : [1x1] scalar of objective function value 
% Matlab 6.5 
% Creation date: 12-10-2004 
% G.Misere 
ï. Constant parameter values 
tO = [par(1) par(2) par(3) par(4)]; 
cOsq = [par(5) par(6) par(7) par(8)]; 
casq = par(9); 
eps = par(10); 
teini = [par(11) par(12) par(13) par(14)]; 
cesqini = [par(15) par(16) par(17) par(18)]; 
gammas = [par(19) par(20) par(21) par(22)]; 
te = teini; 
cesq= cesqini; 
% Design variables 
ta = x(1); 
% Model analysis 

Appendix C. Matlab m-files 

[delta, phi, u, pl, TCte, TCce,casq] = calculate(ta, te, cesq, tO, cOsq, casq, eps, teini, cesqini, gammas); 
% Objective function value 
% f=-pl+alfa*Sum(Cte)+beta*Sum(Cce) with alfa=1*10~-5 and beta=5*10~-6 
% f=-(1/alfa)*pl+TCte+0.5*TCce 
f = -100000*pl+TCte+0.5*TCce; 

Calulate2.m 

The file calculate2 .mis used for the model analysis under lead time and price depen
dent demand. 

function [delta, phi, u, pl, TCte, TCce, casq] = ... 
calculate(ta, te, cesq, tO, cOsq, casq, eps, teini, cesqini, gammas) 

% G.Miser 29-11-2004 
% Design model four station production flow line 

% Input parameters: 
% te : [1x4] row of the mean effective process time at workstation i 
% cesq : [1x4] row of the SCV of the effective process time at workstation i 
% tO : [1x4] row of the natural process time at workstation i 
% cOsq : [1x4] row of the SCV of the natural process time at workstation i 
% ta : [1x1] scalar of the mean interarrival time at the beginning of the flow line 
% casq : [1x1] scalar of the squared arrival coefficient of variation 
% eps : [1x1] scalar for offset 
% gamma: [1x4] row of the sealing parameters for cost function of workstation i 
% price: [1x1] scalar of the price per product 
% costs: [1x3] row of the direct variable, holding and penalty costs 
% setpoint: [1x1] scalar of the quoted lead-time 

% Output parameters: 
% delta : [1x1] scalar of the mean throughput 
% phi : [1x4] row the mean flow time of workstation i 
% profit: [1x1] scalar of the profit function 
% u : [1x4] row of the utilisation of workstation i 
% TCte : [1x1] scalar of the cost function for effective process time 



% TCce : [1x1] scalar of the cost function for SCV of effective process time 

% Fit a distribution on the multiple werkstation flowline's cycle(or 
% flow)-time. Calculate via Khinchin-Pollaczek and the fact that cycle time 
% is related to the general distributed processing time's and multiplicative 
% constants through K-P formula and general distributed flowtime's squared 
% coefficient of variatien through the squared multiplicative constants. 
ep=0.03; 
el=0.006; 

if ta<4 
ta=4 

end 

% Throughput 
delta=1/ta; 
% Utilisations 
u= te./ta; 
% Flow time first werkstation 
phi(1)= (casq(1)+cesq(1))/2 * u(1)/(1-u(1))*te(1)+te(1); 
% Squared departure coefficient of variatien of first werkstation 
cdsq(1) = u(1)-2*cesq(1) + (1-u(1)-2)*casq(1); 
% Contributionfactor of first werkstation 
sigma(l) = ((casq(1)+cesq(1))/2)-2*(1/(1-u(1)))-2*(te(1)-2); 
% Squared arrival coefficient of variatien of secend werkstation 
casq(2) = cdsq(1); 
% Flow time secend werkstation 
phi(2)= (casq(2)+cesq(2))/2 * u(2)/(1-u(2))*te(2)+te(2); 
% Squared departure coefficient of variatien of secend werkstation 
cdsq(2) = u(2)-2*cesq(2) + (1-u(2)-2)*casq(2); 
% Contributionfactor of secend werkstation 
sigma(2) = ((casq(2)+cesq(2))/2)-2*(1/(1-u(2)))-2*(te(2)-2); 
% Squared arrival coefficient of variatien of third werkstation 
casq(3) = cdsq(2); 
% Flow time third werkstation 
phi(3)= (casq(3)+cesq(3))/2 * u(3)/(1-u(3))*te(3)+te(3); 
% Squared departure coefficient of variatien of third werkstation 
cdsq(3) = u(3)-2*cesq(3) + (1-u(3)-2)*casq(3); 
% Contributionfactor of third werkstation 
sigma(3) = ((casq(3)+cesq(3))/2)-2*(1/(1-u(3)))-2*(te(3)-2); 
% Squared arrival coefficient of variatien of fourth werkstation 
casq(4) = cdsq(3); 
% Flow time fourth werkstation 
phi(4)= (casq(4)+cesq(4))/2 * u(4)/(1-u(4))*te(4)+te(4); 
% Squared departure coefficient of variatien of third werkstation 
cdsq(4) = u(4)-2*cesq(4) + (1-u(4)-2)*casq(4); 
% Contributionfactor of first werkstation 
sigma(4) = ((casq(4)+cesq(4))/2)-2*(1/(1-u(4)))-2*(te(4)-2); 

% Mean cycle-time and it's standard deviation 

tf=sum(phi); 
sigmasq=sum(sigma); 

% First calculate the penalty casts for lateness 
% Define the parameters of the (inversed) gamma distribution C and D 
C = ((tf-2)/sigmasq); 
D = tf/sigmasq; 
% Define upper and lower bounds for the plot 
npoints = 100; 
parameter = 4; 
means = C/D; % expected value of the distribution 
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sigma= sqrt(ei(0-2)); % standard deviation of distribution 
low = 0; 
high = means + parameter* sigma; 
interval = (high - low) I npoints; 
% Oefine random variable x 
w=low:interval:high; 

% Initiate variables 
syms r; 
syms q; 
syms xxt; 
costs=[2 0.01 0.1]; 
xt=tf; 

Appendix C. Matlab m-fîles 

% Oefine the function of the random variable x (or r) gamma POF function. 
fw =o-e* w.-(e-1) ·* exp(-0 ·* w) I gamma(e); 
fr =o-e* r.-(e-1) ·* exp(-0 ·* r) I gamma(e); 
% Plot the random variable x versus the POF function (not used in the 
% optimization) 
% plot(w,fw) 
% xlabel('flowtime') 
% ylabel('f(w)') 
% grid 

% The (complete) gamma function y=gamma(a) integrates (q-(e-1)*exp(-q)) for 
% q from 0 to infinity. For other general distributions other POF's should 
% be used. 
y=q-(e-1)*exp(-q); 
z=double(int(y,q,O,inf)); 
% The probability that a job is late equals F((xtlb);a), which is a 
% cumulative distribution function. F(xtlb,a), the normalised form 
% integrates the incomplete gamma function (q-(A-1)*exp(-q))divided by 
% the complete gamma function for q from setpointlb (in the inversed gamma 
% this becomes xt*B) to infinity. 
x=fsolve(@errormargin,xt,optimset('fsolve'),e,O); 
xt=max(x, tf); 

prob=double(int((yl(gamma(e))),q,xt*O,inf)); 

% The expected lateness of a job that is late 
% E(S-di(S-d)>O): from x=d to x=inf integrate ((x-xt)*f(x))dx from xt to 
% infinity and divide the outcome by the probability a job is late. 
expected=double((double(int(((r)*fr),r,(xt),inf)))-(double(int(((xt)*fr),r,(xt),inf))))lprob; 
penaltycosts=costs(3)*delta*prob*expected; 

% Second calculate the congestioncosts (WIP-holding) 
holdingcosts=costs(2)*delta*sum(phi); 

% Third calculate the expected annual revenue contribution of production. 
% (net of direct costs) 
% price = 111.32; 
% revenue = delta*(price-costs(1)); 
price=(0.49-delta-el*xt)lep 
demand=max((0.49-ep*price-el*xt),O) 

revenue=(demandlep)*(0.49-demand-el*xt-ep*costs(1)); 

% Total annual profit contribution of this line can be expressed as: 
pl=revenue-holdingcosts-penaltycosts; 

% Improvement costs functions. Improving system parameters requires costs 
% to be made. These are chosen as follows: 



Cte(1)=gammas(1)*(te(1)./(te(1)-t0(1))-teini(1)./(teini(1)-t0(1))); 
% Cost function first werkstation scv process time 
Cce(1)=gammas(1)*(cesq(1)./(cesq(1)-c0sq(1))-cesqini(1)./(cesqini(1)-c0sq(1))); 
% Cost function second werkstation process time 
Cte(2)=gammas(2)*(te(2)./(te(2)-t0(2))-teini(2)./(teini(2)-t0(2))); 
% Cost function second werkstation scv process time 
Cce(2)=gammas(2)*(cesq(2)./(cesq(2)-c0sq(2))-cesqini(2)./(cesqini(2)-c0sq(2))); 
% Cost function third werkstation process time 
Cte(3)=gammas(3)*(te(3)./(te(3)-t0(3))-teini(3)./(teini(3)-t0(3))); 
% Cost function third werkstation scv process time 
Cce(3)=gammas(3)*(cesq(3)./(cesq(3)-c0sq(3))-cesqini(3)./(cesqini(3)-c0sq(3))); 
% Cost function fourth werkstation process time 
Cte(4)=gammas(4)*(te(4)./(te(4)-t0(4))-teini(4)./(teini(4)-t0(4))); 
% Cost function fourth werkstation scv process time 
Cce(4)=gammas(4)*(cesq(4)./(cesq(4)-c0sq(4))-cesqini(4)./(cesqini(4)-c0sq(4))); 
% Total cost function effective process times 
TCte=sum(Cte); 
% Total cost function scv effective process times 
TCce=sum(Cce); 

Kolmogorov .m 
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The file kolmogorov. m contains the Matlab script used to determine wether the sim
ulated distribution and the assumed distribution do not differ significantly in either 
shape or parameters (mean and variance). 

clear all; close all 

% KS-test 
% Matlab 6.5 
% Creation date: 01-02-2004 
% G.Misere 

% ksout files are 100 point random values of the simulated system 
load ksout4_100_6; 
A=ksout4_100_6; 
offset=O; 

% Figure 1 contains (1) a histogram of the simulated data and (2) a plot of 
% the pdf of the theoretically derived distribution and the distribution 
% fitted on the simulated data 

n=100; 
figure(1) 
[N,X]=hist(A(: ,2) ,n); [Y,I]=min(X); 

subplot(2,1,1) 
hist(A(:,2)-offset,n); v=axis; r=(X(n)-X(1))/(n-1); R=sum(r.*N); 

% mu and sigmasq are theoretically derived 
mu=111.5; 
sigmasq=6320; 
% coefficient of variatien 
c=sqrt(sigmasq/mu"2); 
a=1/c"2; 
b=c"2*mu; 
x=v(1):(v(2)-v(1))/(2*n-1):v(2); 
y=gampdf(x,a,b); 
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% Fit gamma distribution on the simulated data 
G=gamfit(A(:,2)-offset); 
z=gampdf(x,G(1),G(2)); 

figure(1) 
subplot(2,1,2); 
plot(x,y) 

hold on 
plot (x,z, 'c') 

% Nprime = []; 
% sumprev = 0; 
% sumN = sum(N); 
% for i=1:max(size(N)) 
% sumprev = sumprev+N(i); 
% Nprime(i) = sumprev/sumN; 
% end 
% Xdum=X-0.5*r; 

Xedges=[O X+0.5*r]; 
d=gamcdf(Xedges,a,b); 

cdfhat=O; 
sumN=sum(N); 

for i=1:n 
cdfhat(i+1)=cdfhat(i)+N(i)/sumN; 

end 

Appendix C. Matlab m-files 

% Figure 2 contains percentile of jobs finished as function of time for 
% both theoretica! and simulated data. 

figure(2);clf; 

plot(Xedges+offset,d); 
hold on 
plot(Xedges,cdfhat,'--r'); 
xlabel('phi');ylabel('F(t)');axis([O 250 0 1]) 

% figure(3);clf;plot(abs(cdfhat-d)) 
% figure(4) 
% hist(A(:,2)-offset,n); 
% xlabel('phi');ylabel('frequency') 

H=kstest(cdfhat,[Xedges'-offset d'] ,0.01) 
alpha=0.1; 
Dks=max(abs(cdfhat-d)) 
Dalpha=sqrt(-log(0.5*alpha)/(200)) 
samplemu=mean(A(:,2)-offset) 
samplesigmasq=var(A(:,2)-offset) 



Appendix D 

Distribution fitting and testing 

A Kolmogorov-Smirnov [Kol56, Chr84] test is in this thesis used totest if the flow time 
data acquired through simulation comes from an assumed population with a gamma 
distribution, and if so, if the mean and varianee that are calculated give a good rep
resentation. The advantage of the KS-test is that it makes no assumption about the 
distribution of data, except that it should be a continuous distribution. The data can 
also be viewed graphically, which can help to understand how the data is distributed. 
Furthermore, the test is valid ( exactly) for any sample size n. 

The theory behind KS tests however only allows for testing data against a fully-specified 
model, for instanee a Normal distribution (kstest.m). It is important to keep in mind 
the limitations of the KS-test: 

• It only applies to continuous distributions. 

• It tends to be more sensitive near the center of the distribution than at the tails. 

• Perhaps the most serious limitation is that the distribution must be fully specified. 
That is, if location, scale, and shape parameters are estimated from the data, the 
critical region of the K-S test is no longer valid. It typically must be determined 
by simulation. 

Due to the latter two limitations above, many analysts prefer to use the Anderson
Dading goodness-of-fit test. However, the Anderson-Darling test is only available for 
a limited number of specific distributions, sirree critical valnes must be calculated for 
each individual distribution. 

Furthermore, testing two sets of data against each other, without specifying any model 
(kstest2.m) is possible. There is no theory in general to test goodness-of-fit of a set of 
data against any distribution. When mean and varianee are estima.ted from the sample, 
a lillietest can be performed (lillietest.m). Finally, the \Vilcoxon Rank Sum Test (Mann
\Vhitney UTest) tests whether 2 samples are derived from populations (which are not 
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necessarily normally distributed) with the same median (ranksum.m). All the above 
functions and tests are already implemented in Matlab, except for the Anderson-Darling 
test. 

Sirree mean and varianee have been calculated and are not derived from simulation, 
and a population can be created to represent the proposed distribution, aKS-test will 
suffice. 

The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test 

The KS-test used is based on the largest vertical distance between the sample and 
distri bution values of the cumulative function. The sample data has to be arranged in a 
non-decreasing order, respectively Y1 :S Y2 :S ... :S Yn. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test 
statistic DKs is defined as: 

z 
DKs = maxiF(Yi) - -I 

{i} n 
for i= 1, ... , n (D.1) 

where F is the estimated cumulative distribution of the distribution under test. The 
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test is defined by Ho (the data follow the specified distribution) 
or Ha (the data do not follow the specified distribution). The hypothesis regarding the 
distributional form is rejected as the test statistic DKs is larger than the critica! value 
from Table D.1 [Kol56] [Not04]. 

n\o: 0.2 0.1 0.05 0.02 0.01 

1 0.900 0.950 0.975 0.990 0.995 
2 0.684 0.776 0.842 0.900 0.929 
3 0.565 0.636 0.708 0.785 0.829 
5 0.447 0.509 0.563 0.627 0.669 
10 0.323 0.369 0.409 0.457 0.489 
20 0.232 0.265 0.294 0.329 0.352 
30 0.190 0.218 0.242 0.270 0.290 
50 0.148 0.170 0.188 0.211 0.226 
100 0.106 0.121 0.134 0.150 0.161 

Table D.1: Critical values for KS-error, DKs 

For n > 100, the critica! value kan be approximated by: 

Do: = J -ln(~o:)/2n (D.2) 

A value of DKs > 0.211 with n = 50 for example, indicates that P(DKs > 0.211 I 
distribution and data) = 0.02, i.e., that the hypothesis that the data came from the 
supposed distribution would be rejected at the 0.02 level if one adopts a confidence test 
decision criterion. 
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Flow time distribution 

The flow time distribution is tested for the case problern. Three standard data sets are 
used, in ordertotest the flow time distribution for the case problern. One set contains 
the lower bound of the design variables, one set the initial design variables and a third 
set contains the average of these sets. 

The data set of the obtained optimum in chapter 3, when capacity is constant and when 
capacity expansions are allowed, are tested here as well (data sets 4 and 5 repectively). 

All sets are presented in Table D.2. 

set ta te,l te,2 te,3 te,4 
2 

Ce 1 
2 

Ce 2 
2 

Ce 3 
2 

Ce 4 'P 
1 20.0 2.0 3.7 2.5 0.5 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.05 9.48 
2 4.0 3.0 3.8 2.75 2.66 1.0 1.0 3.14 0.1 111.51 
3 12.0 2.5 3.75 2.625 1.58 0.6 0.55 1.62 0.025 13.34 
4 4.425 3.0 3.8 2.75 2.66 1.0 1.0 3.14 0.1 54.85 
5 4.23 2.02 3.70 2.51 0.51 0.20 0.10 0.10 0.07 22.46 

Table D.2: Data sets under test 

The sirnulation model of the four workstation production flow line is given in ap
pendix B. The flow tirnes of the workstations are all gamma distributed. In tables D.3 
to D. 7 the results of the KS-test are presented. For every sirnulation 100 samples are 
taken. These samples are taken after 100.000 lots have left the production flow line, 
because it is assurned that the systern has by then reached a steady state then. 

Now it can be concluded that the assurned gamma distribution can be used to describe 
the flow time at the entire interval. However, after every case, sirnilar tests will be 
perforrned to ensure that estirnated distributions are always correct. Figure D.1 and D.2 
cornpare the curnulative function or distribution of sample and estirnated values, where 
the sample is a single set of 100 random sirnulation points taken after 100.000 lots have 
left the flow line. 

Testing the distribution with altered capacity 

As for the testing of the distribution in chapter 2, the flow time distribution belonging 
to the systern with increased capacity, optirnized for maximurn throughput, will also be 
tested. Again, a KS-test is perforrned as depicted in appendix D. The sirnulation is 
perforrned for 30 times, running 100.000 lots. Also, samples fortheKS-test are taken in 
other sirnulation runs, always after 100.000 lots have been processed. This to assure that 
the systern has reached steady-state performance. Evaluation shows that the sirnulated 
flow time has a rnean of 22.78 and a varianee of 203.1, whereas the estirnated gamma 
distributed flow time has a rnean that equals 22.4550, and its corresponding calculated 
varianee equals 192. 
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set Ho DKs n 0' critical value condusion 

1 gamma, rp = 9.21 0.0496 100 0.1 0.121 accept Ho 
0.05 0.134 accept Ho 
0.01 0.161 accept Ho 

2 gamma, rp = 9.20 0.0502 100 0.1 0.121 accept Ho 
0.05 0.134 accept Ho 
0.01 0.161 accept Ho 

3 gamma, rp = 9.38 0.0446 100 0.1 0.121 accept Ho 
0.05 0.134 accept Ho 
0.01 0.161 accept Ho 

4 gamma, rp = 9.58 0.0687 100 0.1 0.121 accept Ho 
0.05 0.134 accept Ho 
0.01 0.161 accept Ho 

5 gamma, rp = 9. 77 0.0649 100 0.1 0.121 accept Ho 
0.05 0.134 accept Ho 
0.01 0.161 accept Ho 

Table D.3: Kolrnogorov-Smirnov test gamma flow time distribution for data set 1 

set Ho DKs n 0' critical value condusion 

1 gamma, rp = 108.73 0.0553 100 0.1 0.121 accept Ho 
0.05 0.134 accept Ho 
0.01 0.161 accept Ho 

2 gamma, rp = 110.03 0.0723 100 0.1 0.121 accept Ho 
0.05 0.134 accept Ho 
0.01 0.161 accept Ho 

3 gamma, rp = 113.04 0.0701 100 0.1 0.121 accept Ho 
0.05 0.134 accept Ho 
0.01 0.161 accept Ho 

4 gamma, rp = 112.28 0.0692 100 0.1 0.121 accept Ho 
0.05 0.134 accept Ho 
0.01 0.161 accept Ho 

5 gamma, rp = 112.59 0.0973 100 0.1 0.121 accept Ho 
0.05 0.134 accept Ho 
0.01 0.161 accept Ho 

Table D.4: Kolmogorov-Smirnov test gamma flow time distribution for data set 2 

Figure D.3 shows similarly to chapter 2 how the theoretically derived distribution and 
a simulated distribution compare. In appendix D more results of the test are depicted. 
From the test it becomes obvious that the estimates again model the system's real flow 
time sufficiently well. 
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set Ho DKs n 0: critical value condusion 

1 gamma, 'P = 13.47 0.0737 100 0.1 0.121 accept Ho 
0.05 0.134 accept Ho 
0.01 0.161 accept Ho 

2 gamma, 'P = 13.05 0.0507 100 0.1 0.121 accept Ho 
0.05 0.134 accept Ho 
0.01 0.161 accept Ho 

3 gamma, 'P = 12.92 0.0628 100 0.1 0.121 accept Ho 
0.05 0.134 accept Ho 
0.01 0.161 accept Ho 

4 gamma, 'P = 13.17 0.0365 100 0.1 0.121 accept Ho 
0.05 0.134 accept Ho 
0.01 0.161 accept Ho 

5 gamma, 'P = 13.52 0.0294 100 0.1 0.121 accept Ho 
0.05 0.134 accept Ho 
0.01 0.161 accept Ho 

Table D.5: Kolmogorov-Smirnov test gamma flow time distribution for data set 3 

set Ho DKs n 0: critical value condusion 

1 gamma, 'P = 55.86 0.0745 100 0.1 0.121 accept Ho 
0.05 0.134 accept Ho 
0.01 0.161 accept Ho 

2 gamma, 'P = 56.34 0.0767 100 0.1 0.121 accept Ho 
0.05 0.134 accept Ho 
0.01 0.161 accept Ho 

3 gamma, 'P = 54.97 0.0711 100 0.1 0.121 accept Ho 
0.05 0.134 accept Ho 
0.01 0.161 accept Ho 

4 gamma, 'P = 54.68 0.0676 100 0.1 0.121 accept Ho 
0.05 0.134 accept Ho 
0.01 0.161 accept Ho 

5 gamma, 'P = 54.04 0.0898 100 0.1 0.121 accept Ho 
0.05 0.134 accept Ho 
0.01 0.161 accept Ho 

Table D.6: Kolmogorov-Smirnov test gamma flow time distribution for data set 4 
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set Ho DKs n a critica! value condusion 

1 gamma, 'P = 22.68 0.0887 100 0.1 0.121 accept Ho 
0.05 0.134 accept Ho 
0.01 0.161 accept Ho 

2 gamma, 'P = 22.21 0.0467 100 0.1 0.121 accept Ho 
0.05 0.134 accept Ho 
0.01 0.161 accept Ho 

3 gamma, 'P = 22.27 0.0711 100 0.1 0.121 accept Ho 
0.05 0.134 accept Ho 
0.01 0.161 accept Ho 

4 gamma, 'P = 22.11 0.0678 100 0.1 0.121 accept Ho 
0.05 0.134 accept Ho 
0.01 0.161 accept Ho 

5 gamma, 'P = 22.63 0.0698 100 0.1 0.121 accept Ho 
0.05 0.134 accept Ho 
0.01 0.161 accept Ho 

Table D.7: Kolmogorov-Smirnov test gamma flow time distribution for data set 5 
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Figure D.1: KS-test comparison cumulative distributed function plot (1) 
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Figure D.2: KS-test comparison cumulative distributed function plot (2) 
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Appendix E 

Derivations 

In this appendix, the derivation of several equations omitted in the main part of the 
thesis is performed. 

Exponentially distributed flow time 

That the flow time is exponentially distributed in an M / M /1 system can be demon
strated. The varianee (square of standard deviation) of the flow time equals: 

2 1 
(J = -,----:-;;:---:::-

'P (1 - u )2 · r~ 
(E.1) 

Thus its root, the standard deviation CT, equals: 

1 
(J 'P = -;----:---

(1-u)·re 
(E.2) 

That this standard deviation is the same as the Pollaczek-Khinchin relation of the mean 
flow time, when c~ and c~ both equal one, is demonstrated below: 

1 
(E.3) 

(1- u)re 

Since the squared coefficient of variation c~ is related to standard deviation CT and mean 
flow time cp through: 

(E.4) 
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It is now quite obvious that the squared coefficient of variation of the flow time of an 
MIMI 1 system again equals 1. For a GIG I 1 or even an M / G I 1 system the coefficient 
of variation is not as easily determined. 

Price elasticity 

When looking at the demand function, 

(E.5) 

then the elasticity rJ is a measure of the responsiveness of one variabie to changes in 
some other variable. We are now interested in the price elasticity of demand, which 
measures the response of the quantity demanded to a change in price. Formally, the 
price elasticity of demand, which we will call T}p, is the ratio of the percent change in 
quantity demand over the percent change in price. 

For small changes in price and demand, a reasonable approximation of the percent 
change in p is the difference between the initial price PI and an adjacent price P2 
divided by the initia! price. The percent change in price is thus approximately p2-p1 • 

Pl 
The approximation of the percent change in demand .6. is obtained in the same way, 
where .6.1 = .6.(p1) and .6.2 = .6.(p2). Using these definitions for percent change, an 
approximation for elasticity is given by 

rJ- I d.6./ .6.1 ~ I (.6.2- .6.1)1 .6.11 
- dplp (P2- pi)IPI ' 

(E.6) 

where the vertical bars surrounding the ratio on the right side of the equation indicate 
absolute value. The smaller the change in p, the closer the approximation. It is possible 
to calculate an exact value of the elasticity for a small change in p, call it dp, using 
the demand equation .6.(p, tz) = a- b1p- b2tz and a little algebra. Let PI = p and 
P2 = p + dp so that dp = P2 -PI· Then let d.6. = .6.(p2)- .6.(p1). Substituting the 
demand equation into the right side of this equation we get 

When we substitute dp and d.6. into the exact version of the definition of elasticity, we 
get the following, 

(E.8) 
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and substituting equation E.5 for ~ we get the price elasticity of demand as presented 
in Chapter 4: 

(E.9) 

Lead time elasticity of demand rJtz can be derived analogously. 


